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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose a novel spam zombie detection method by presenting a new
real-time machine learning based spam filtering technique that uses the Spamhaus
blacklist to learn SMTP transactional behaviour of spam zombies.

Specifically our

technique was implemented as a single layer perceptron plug-in that learns the behaviour
of spam zombies and makes decisions as to whether an incoming source is likely to send
spam or not. We also created and integrated a reverse DNS module into our design to
prevent spammers from forging legitimate domains and making it difficult for them to
overcome our technique.

Our technique was deployed on a large corporate network,

where we were able to demonstrate that our technique was able to generalize the
Spamhaus list. In addition, this was accomplished without any increase in false positives.
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Chapter is

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
E-mail is an efficient form of communication that has become widely adopted by both
individuals and organizations. Today, more and more people are relying on e-mail to
connect them with their friends, family, colleagues, customers and business partners.
Unfortunately, as e-mail usage has evolved, so too has its threats. In particular, spam,
which is also known as unsolicited bulk e-mail, has become an increasingly difficult
threat to detect and is being delivered in incredibly high volumes.

For example,

according to MessageLabs, spam accounted for 67% of all e-mail traffic in October 2006,
up from 57% the same time a year before [1],
Spam is a serious problem that potentially threatens the existence of e-mail services.
In particular, it is a now a non-trivial task to find legitimate e-mails in an e-mail inbox
cluttered with spam. Spam is also an expensive problem that costs service providers and
organizations billion of dollars per year in lost bandwidth [2]. Further to the bandwidth
cost, it is also estimated that each piece of spam costs an organization one dollar in lost
employee productivity [2]. There are also published reports, which suggest that spam has
resulted in lost opportunity costs of several billions of dollars [3] because of
organizations that have lost faith in the security industry’s ability to fight this problem.
1
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1.2 Thesis Objectives
Significant investment and advances have been made within the past decade on anti-spam
research but even with all this work, the spam problem appears to be getting worse [1].
One reason is that existing spam filtering techniques have been directed towards
detection based filtering techniques such as content and network based filtering. Content
filtering is based upon a set of static rules generated by analyzing the content of
previously detected spam whereas network based filtering, such as DNS blacklists, list
sources that have been previously detected sending spam. Spammers have proven their
ability to overcome such techniques by modifying the content of their spams such that the
spams can bypass existing content filtering techniques [4] or by creating a fresh supply of
spam zombies to send spam for the purpose of bypassing network filtering techniques.
With industry metrics indicating that approximately 80% of all spam comes from spam
zombies [5], there is a need to improve existing spam filtering techniques to detect a wide
range of spam from spam zombies.
The objective of this thesis is to introduce a new approach to spam filtering by first
investigating the SMTP transactional behaviour differences between legitimate mail
sources and illegitimate mail sources such as spam zombies. Next, our objective is to
introduce a new machine learning filtering technique that can continuously learn
efficiently in real-time and also identify differences in mail sending behavior between a
legitimate and illegitimate-mail source. Specifically, we wish to make use of existing
detection based techniques as a learning mechanism to produce a solution designed to
identify illegitimate mail servers, such as spam zombies, and filter mail from said
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sources. Our final objective is to conduct experimentation to prove that our new filtering
technique provides an advantage over existing detection based filtering.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes two main contributions to the state of the art in research in spam
filtering:
•

A comparative behavioural analysis of the SMTP transaction between a legitimate
mail server and a spam zombie according to the five-step SMTP transactional
model defined in Chapter 4.

•

A new spam filtering technique based upon our comparative SMTP transactional
behaviour analysis that is able to learn in real-time using a single layer perceptron.
The filtering technique is able to efficiently generalize the Spamhaus list in real
time, detect spam zombies that are not already being detected by said list and is
difficult for the spammer to overcome.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of
spam as well as a four-step model to describe how spam sources have evolved. We then
use the model to explain how spam zombies have become a preferred method of sending
spam.
Chapter 3 describes current efforts at combating spam and the state of the art of spam
filtering.

For each effort or filtering technique, we examine their shortcomings with

respect to spam prevention or filtering.
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4
Chapter 4 gives a general overview of Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
transactional behavior.

Specifically, Section 4.2 describes a five-step SMTP

transactional model between legitimate mail servers. Section 4.3 provides a comparative
analysis between two mechanisms of notifying the sender when an SMTP transaction has
failed.
Chapter 5 applies the five-step SMTP transactional model presented in Chapter 4 to
determine the differences in SMTP transactional behaviour between legitimate mail
servers and spam zombies.
Chapter 6 analyzes the behavioural differences found in Chapter 5 and describes how
these findings were used as part of the design of our new filtering technique.

In

particular, Section 6.4 describes the design of our filtering technique and section 6.5
illustrates how our technique was implemented.
Chapter 7 presents the test results from our design running in a live corporate mail
infrastructure.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents our conclusions and discusses several possibilities for
extending our work in the future.
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Chapter 2: Background

- SPAM

2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we begin by presenting an overview of spam. We then examine the email delivery process and subsequently define a four-step model that describes the
evolution of spam sources used to send spam. The model is then applied to explain the
abundance of spam zombies currently used to send spam. In particular, we identify and
discuss trends in the changing spam sources that have made spam zombies a preferred
source for sending spam where approximately 80% of all spam comes from spam
zombies [5].

2.2 What is Spam?
In this thesis, we define spam as all email the user does not want to receive and has not
asked to receive [7].

Such unsolicited e-mails come in several forms such as

advertisements [8], scams [9], and viruses [10].

2.2.1 Why does Spam Exist?
Spam exists because the recipients allow spammers to make spamming a profitable
business. First, compared to physical bulk mailings, sending e-mail advertisements is
about 100 times cheaper [11] because it costs the sender far less to send their messages
5
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via e-mail than through regular mail since it is the recipient or their carrier who is
responsible for having to pay for most of the spam delivery cost. For example, assuming
that a company receives 100 000 spams per day and it takes their servers 10 seconds to
identify and discard a message, a total of 278 hours of connect time is being used by their
servers to filter spam. With growing volumes of spam, the receiver and their carrier will
require more network and disk resources to cope with the extra load, which will result in
further costs to the receiver.

In contrast, the spammer simply requires a broadband

Internet connection to send their spam. Not only do recipients cover most of the costs for
delivering spam but a small number of them are known to purchase goods advertised in
the spams or fall for scam or virus spam attacks thus generating a stream of income for
the spammer [12].

2.2.2 Why is Spam Disruptive?
Spam is disruptive not only because it is unsolicited but also because spammers send it in
bulk such that 67% of all e-mail is now defined as spam [1]. With so much e-mail being
spam, end users will tend to agree that it is becoming more difficult and annoying for
them to find legitimate e-mail in a sea of spam. In addition to being disruptive, spam is
also considered offensive to users as well. For example, commercial spam may include
advertisements of pornographic or sexual nature [13], which may be considered offensive
to some users. As we will illustrate in the next section, in spite of the many efforts to
block spam, spam continues to be a problem because for each major new filtering
technique, spammers have found ways to evolve their spam to defeat it.
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2.2.3 Where does Spam come from?
Spam sources have evolved from simplistic sources such as a spammer’s e-mail account
to more sophisticated means such as the use of third party relays, proxies and
compromised machines. The motivation behind this evolution comes from anti-spam
efforts such as anti-spam laws, broadband service provider policies and filtering
techniques [14]. However, in spite of the changing spam sources, very little research has
been conducted on spam sources. In the following sections, we present a model that
highlights how spam and e-mail is delivered from a sending source and how spam
sources have evolved.

2.2.4 Spam and e-mail Delivery Process
The e-mail delivery process can be best explained with the help of Figure 2-1, which
illustrates a step-by-step process on how e-mail is delivered.

The main elements of

Figure 1-1 are the sending client, sending server, receiving server, receiving client, email/spam and a DNS server used by sending server. In this section, we will describe the
basics of e-mail delivery but for a more in-depth look at the delivery process along with
the terminology used in this thesis, please refer to [16].
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DNS
Server

Step 4

Sending
Server

Receiving
Server

Figure 2-1: E-mail Delivery Process
For purposes of this example, we will assume that the sender’s domain is
and the

receiver’s domain

(aiice0sender.com)

is

receiver.com.

to send e-mail to Bob

In

order the

(bob0receiver.com),

server must determine the receiver’s (Bob) inbound mail server.

s e n d e r .com

sender

Alice

the sender’s (Alice)
This is done via a

Domain Name Server (DNS) query. Specifically, Step 1 of the e-mail delivery process
requires the sender, Alice, to compose a message and request its e-mail server to deliver
the message to the recipient Bob. In Step 2, the sending server asks the DNS server to
lookup the DNS record of type MX of the receiving server. In Step 3, the DNS server
responds to the sending server with the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the receiving
server. In Step 4, the sending server connects to the receiving server and performs a
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) transaction with the receiving server to deliver
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the Alice’s message to Bob. In Step 5, the receiving server delivers Alice’s message to
Bob’s e-mail client. The SMTP transaction performed between the sending and receiving
servers is described in greater detail and modeled in Chapter 4.

2.3 Evolution of Spam Sources
In this section, we present a four-step model that identifies how spam sources have
evolved in response to anti-spam measures. Our intent is to use this model to help
identify the key features that spammers look for in a spam source.
1.

Spammers are moving away from having to use their own sources to send spam
[ 1 4 ].

One of the first sources of spam was the spammer’s Internet Service Provider’s
(ISP) mail servers where spammers would send mail from their ISP assigned
account. Spammers quickly moved away from these sources once ISPs adopted
acceptable usage policies and terminated accounts of those who abused their
Internet privileges.
2.

Spammers are moving away from sources that do not protect their identity [14].
Open relays are mis-configured mail servers that allow any non-authenticated
user on the Internet to relay mail to any domain. Open relays were once a
heavily utilized source for spam. In recent years however, spammers moved
away from these sources because mail server software companies were issuing
configuration patches to prevent mail servers from being abused in this fashion
and also because spams sent from these sources could be traced back to the
spammer’s machine [15].
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3.

Spammers are moving away from sources that require a non-trivial amount o f
manual labour [14].
Spammers are also known to abuse free-mail mailing sources such as those from
yahoo, hotmail and gmail, by creating bogus free-mail accounts and using them to
send spam. In recent years, free-mail providers have introduced a Completely
Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA)
[17], which uses challenge-response type tests to determine whether the user is a
human. CAPTCHAs help prevent automated creation of accounts thus making
free-mail sources less attractive to spammers.
There are however, a few spammers today such as the Nigerian 419 scam spam
gang that still use freemail sources to send spam. Specifically, they hire people
from poorer parts of the world to manually create and send spam from freemail
accounts, thus overcoming the graphical CAPTCHA technique [17]. The hired
workers are also able to protect their identity by performing their work on public
machines such as those in an Internet cafe.
In this type of scam, an e-mail is sent from an alleged ‘official’ who needs to
transfer millions of dollars in funds from his/her foreign nation to a bank account
in the recipient’s home country. For reasons outlined in the e-mail, the ‘official’
cannot conduct the transfer him/herself and as such, an offer is made whereby the
recipient will receive a share of the funds. Although the offer will sound enticing
and the need to transfer these funds overseas will sound legitimate, responding to
such scams is costly, dangerous and in some cases life threatening [18].
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example of what a Nigerian 419 scam e-mail looks like is provided in
Appendix A. As a whole, free-mail is not a heavily utilized source for sending
spam due to the high cost involved in hiring people to do the work and the fact
that the amount of spam that can be generated is dependent upon how fast the
hired workers can send e-mail.

As such, spammers are moving away from

sources that require a non-trivial amount of manual labour.
4. Spammers are moving away from using third party sources that are difficult to
fin d

[ 1 4 ].

Open proxies are typically non e-mail servers such as web servers, proxy servers,
socks servers that have been abused to send spam to third parties. One way such
servers can be abused is through accidental mis-configuration. For example,
spammers could connect to the proxy and have it connect to an e-mail server to
send spam. An advantage of using open proxies over open relays is that spam
sent from open proxies cannot be traced back to the spammer’s machine [ 15 ].
However, in recent years, spammers have moved away from using these sources
in favor of spam zombies [14].
Although we recognize that some of the above mentioned sources are still being used
to send spam, industry anti-spam metrics show that the spam they send represent a
relatively decreasing percentage of total spam [1]. What is missing is a source that is
consistent with the above-mentioned trends. With such a source, spammers can safely
send a significant amount of spam in an efficient manner. In the next sub-section, we
will examine a commonly used source known as a spam zombie.
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2.4 Spam Zombies
In recent years, a substantial amount of spam has been detected from one particular
source known as spam zombies, where according to a leading anti-spam service provider,
approximately 80% of all spam comes from spam zombies [16].

In this section, we

provide some background information about spam zombies and apply our four-step
model against spam zombies to help understand why they have become a preferred
means to send spam.

2.4.1 What is a Spam Zombie?
A spam zombie is an end-user system that has been compromised by malware [14] where
malware is defined as any software program developed for the purpose of causing harm
to a computer system, similar to a virus or trojan horse [19]. Once malware is installed
on the system, the spammer is able to use the compromised system as a spam distribution
channel without the knowledge of the system owner. Many of these end-user systems are
insecure and have broadband Internet access. Specifically, these machines are typically
missing critical operating system or application level patches and are hence vulnerable to
the many corresponding exploits being spread across the Internet.

The spread of such

exploits are performed by compromised systems called bots, which scan the Internet for
hosts possessing a vulnerability for the given exploit. Once such a host is found the
exploit is applied, which discreetly opens a backdoor port on the host so that the attacker
can access the machine. All this activity is done in the background such that the owner of
the compromised machine has no idea what is going on their machine. One of the things
that an attacker does with a compromised host is install spamware, an SMTP engine
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designed specifically to send spam, and then sells the use of such hosts to spammers
[14].

According to CipherTrust, a vendor of messaging security solutions, research

findings confirm that 300 000 new zombies are created daily [20].
Spammers are able to control compromised hosts, through a central server known as
the command and control server. With respect to terminology, each compromised host is
referred to as a bot and the collection of bots controlled by the command and control
server is called a botnet. Figure 2-2 illustrates a high-level architectural overview of a
simple 1-to-many botnet architecture.

gaeagaca a a a
o o s E ^ e iE lis
n a n l . Rn n

nnpa
oat®
U U C JU
L2LJE3S
mmm
mmm
n n n a onr®

o g h sh si

Qs&assi

IRC
Communlcatio

Command and
Control Server

IRC
Communication

IRC
Communication

Bot #1

Bot #2

Bot #3

Figure 2-2: High Level Botnet Architecture
In the architecture of Figure 2-2 above, the command and control is able to
communicate with each bots via a modified Internet Relay Chat (IRC) protocol.
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Specifically, each bot executes a stripped down IRC client which allows them to
authenticate on the proper IRC channel on the command and control server. The client
also allows the bot to understand and perform commands given by the attacker through
such a channel. Through the command and control server, the spammer can then control
up to several thousand bots, allowing him or her to perform a mass spam campaign or
scan the Internet to find more bots to add to the botnet [21]. For example, the IRCd
server software allows an attacker to control up to 80 000 bots [21].

2.4.2 Spam Zombie as Spam Source
To help understand why spam zombies have become a preferred means of sending spam,
we apply our four-step model to spam zombies.
1. Spammers are moving away from having to use their own sources to send spam
[ 1 4 ].

Spam zombies allow spammers to use other people’s resources to send spam.
Specifically, as mentioned above, a spam zombie is a compromised machine that
usually provides spammers with enough processing power and Internet
connectivity to send spam.
2. Spammers are moving away from sources that do not protect their identity [14].
Spam zombies protect the spammer’s identity since the spams sent from spam
zombies can only be traced back to the compromised machine and not the
spammer [13].
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3. Spammers are moving away from sources that require a non-trivial amount o f
manual labour [14].
Today, many users lack general computer security knowledge and either are not
aware of the importance of patching and updating anti-virus signatures or simply
do not do it. By exposing vulnerable computing systems to the Internet, these
systems can be quickly transformed into spam zombies by various exploits and
worms. Specifically, once an exploit encounters such a vulnerable machine, the
machine then becomes compromised and the spammer may then have complete
control over it. A benefit of this approach is that all the activity is automatically
done in background such that the owner is unaware of what is happening to their
machine and minimal effort is required on the part of spammers.
4. Spammers are moving away from using third party sources that are difficult to
fin d

[ 1 4 ].

The combination of the booming popularity of broadband Internet, affordable
computer hardware and a lack of general computer security knowledge, provides
spammers with a significant number of potential systems that they can use to
conduct their activities. According to Panda Software, approximately 35% of all
Personal Computers (PCs) were virally infected as of February 2005, down from
50% in November 2004 [14]. One benefit of having many potential spam
zombies is that it allows spammers to overcome today’s anti-spam technology
such as Domain Name Service Black Lists (DNSBL), which list IP addresses that
are known to send spam. Specifically, a fresh supply of spam zombies can
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consistently overcome such a filtering mechanism. DNS-blacklists are
described in greater detail in Section 3.4.2.
As we can see from the analysis above, the use of spam zombies is consistent with the
above-mentioned trends. We believe that this is a major factor that resulted in spam
zombies becoming a preferred source for sending spam.

2.5 Summary
As spam has evolved so too have the sources that are used to send them. Unlike other
sources used in the past, spam zombies provide spammers with an efficient means for
sending spam while protecting their identities. Furthermore, with the growing popularity
of the Internet combined with a lack of general computer security knowledge amongst
end users, spammers are provided with a wealth of potential computing sources that can
be compromised for malicious purposes. Once a machine is compromised and turned
into a zombie, non-standard mail server software called spamware [14] is installed on the
system and used to deliver spam. In the next Chapter, we examine the current state of the
art with respect to spam prevention and filtering.
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Chapter 3:

Current State of the Art - Combating Spam

3.1 Introduction
The previous Chapter illustrated the evolution of spam sources where the majority of
today’s spam originates from spam zombies. This Chapter presents a literature review on
current efforts at combating spam and the state of the art of spam filtering. This Chapter
is divided into four general sections: legislation, preemption, filtering and remediation.
For each approach, we will outline their goals, uses and shortcomings. Once the current
state of the art is presented, we will outline the goals of a new message filtering solution
addressing the shortcomings of current filtering efforts and illustrate these ideas in
subsequent Chapters.

3.2 Legislation
The goal of legislation is to create an enforceable law, which would make it illegal to
send spam and impose heavy penalties for those caught doing so.

We consider

legislation as an anti-spam solution because imposing legal consequences to spamming
should discourage people from spamming and there are those who believe that no
technological solution will solve the spam problem [22].

17
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In the United States, anti-spam legislation called the CAN-SPAM act [23] was
introduced to help combat the spam problem. According to the CAN-SPAM act, in order
to send unsolicited commercial e-mails, the e-mail must include, among other things, a
means for the end user to opt-out of the distribution, a postal address where the user can
contact the sender, true memo headers and a subject line header that does not mislead the
end user as to what the content of the e-mail contains. In addition, all sexually explicit email content needs to be sent with a label indicating such content in the subject line.
Unfortunately, the CAN-SPAM act has had little effect on spam volumes since its
inception in 2003 [24] and may have promoted spam by legalizing certain types of spam
[25]. At the time when the CAN-SPAM act went into effect, industry estimates put the
total spam volume at around 35% of all e-mails [26], This is in comparison to 2006/2007
where spam volumes have reached 67% of all e-mails [1]. One major problem with
CAN-SPAM and other anti-spam legislation is the difficulty in tracing spam to the actual
spammer [27] and hence enforcing the law. Specifically, with over 80% of all spam sent
from compromised machines, tracing spams to the originating source will often lead to
the innocent hi-jacked owner and not the spammer themselves.

Furthermore, the

distributed nature of the Internet makes it easy for people to send spam from anywhere
around the world. Therefore, anti-spam laws have the effect of forcing spammers send
spam from jurisdictions where laws are not in force.

3.3 Pre-emption
The goal of pre-emption is to prevent non-dedicated mail servers from becoming spam
sources.
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3.3.1 User Education
One solution that has been proposed is a mass educational campaign to educate end users
on how to secure their computers and prevent them from becoming spam zombies [14].
The goal of such campaign is to make end users aware of the risks involved in not
applying security patches, updating anti-virus signatures, opening suspicious e-mail
attachments, downloading spyware infested peer-to-peer programs, and clicking on
malicious links obtained via e-mail or instant messaging.
Unfortunately, user education can only go so far and no matter how much effort and
money is invested in such campaigns, the method is not fool proof [28]. So while there is
value in user education, the battle against spam zombies is unlikely to be fully resolved
by this method alone.

3.3.2 Port 25 Filtering
In order for a machine to send spam, it must be able to connect to a relay or a destination
mail server. More specifically, it must initiate an outbound port 25 request to one of
these servers [29]. With the consequences of having compromised machines on one's
network, many Internet service providers and corporations have blocked outbound port
25 access on all hosts on their network except those that are explicitly allowed to perform
SMTP relay functions. That way, even if a machine is infected and behaves as a spam
zombie, it will not be able to send spam [30]. In addition to blocking outbound port 25,
the service provider or company may also want to block inbound port 25 access.
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Although this is a simple yet effective means of stopping spam, it has its
shortcomings. Specifically, not all service providers or corporations have adopted this
policy since their users do not wish to have such blocks implemented. For example,
some users may wish to use their own mail servers to send and receive mail rather than
having to use a dedicated mail server provided by their provider or company. Such a
situation could arise when a new business customer of a service provider requires their emails be stored on their own servers only and not on their service provider’s dedicated
mail server. It should also be noted that the port 25 block does not prevent computers
from becoming zombies. Rather it prevents zombie computers from being able to send
spam. As such, an attacker will still be able to control the zombie computer and use it for
other purposes such as storing illegal software or scanning the network for other
machines to infect.

3.3.3 Anomalies in DNS traffic
Another pre-emptive anti-spam solution is to detect abnormal DNS MX query requests
[31]. Such requests are typically performed by an SMTP mailing agent that wishes to
send mail to a specific domain. In order to find the mail server accepting mail on behalf
of that domain, the agent must do a DNS lookup to find that domain's mail server's IP
address. These types of lookups are called MX queries and should not be initiated on a
machine that does not perform mail transport functions.
In an ISP network, most SMTP traffic is usually routed through the provider's mail
server. In such cases, the end user's machine should never perform an MX DNS lookup;
rather it is the provider's mail server that is responsible for this. As such, if an end user’s
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machine is detected performing DNS MX query lookups, there is reason to be
suspicious. Such a machine can be flagged as possibly being infected and isolated from
the network.
One of the main drawbacks to this approach is false positives with respect to the
alarms being generated by such an approach.

Specifically, some e-mail clients are

configured without an outbound SMTP server such that when a user tries to send mail to
a user from an external domain, the sending user's machine will perform an MX query
lookup in order to find the mail server it should be communicating with. Therefore,
alarms generated by the anomalous DNS approach described above will not only detect
spam zombies but will also falsely detect user machines where the e-mail client is
configured to send mail directly to the recipient’s server. False positives are a problem
because each alarm requires a security officer to inspect and analyze it and the more false
alarms that get generated, the greater the amount of time and effort that is wasted by the
officer.

3.3.4 Command and Control Server Detection
As described in section 2.4.1, when a machine is infected with malware [19], it is
common to have the host under the attacker's control via a command and control (C&C)
botnet server. By using such a server, the attacker can control a plurality of zombies
(also known as bots) by performing tasks such as uploading spamware software [14] to
send spam. The bots connect to the C&C server by either IP address or domain name. It
should be noted however that if the C&C server’s IP address is dynamically assigned, it
will most likely be contacted by its domain name.
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One way to help reduce the number of spam sources is to detect upstream botnet
IRC communication between the C&C and the compromised machine where said IRC
communication is illustrated in Figure 2-2 [14]. By finding the IP address or domain
name of the hosting server, one can then filter the IP address or domain name so that any
other machines on the network that become compromised cannot be controlled by that
C&C. However, one problem with this approach is that the C&C server may reside on a
dynamic IP address where blocking the IP address could potentially cause problems later
on if the filter for that address is not eventually removed and is later reassigned to an
innocent owner or company. Although terminating communication with the botnet server
is helpful in preventing new spam zombies from appearing in one’s network, it does not
necessarily prevent existing compromised machine from sending spam.

3.4 Filtering
The goal of anti-spam filtering is to filter messages by identifying which messages are
likely to be spam and which are not. As we will see in Section 4.3, anti-spam filtering
typically occurs towards the end of the SMTP transaction. In the following sections, we
explain how spammers have found ways to modify the content of their e-mails such that
some of these e-mails may overcome existing content filtering approaches.

We also

indicate how the content filtering techniques described below cannot detect the presence
of new spam zombies nor prevent spam from said sources.
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3.4.1 Content Filtering
Content filtering was one of the first types of anti-spam filters to be used. Such filters use
hard coded rules where each rule has an associated score and is periodically updated [32]
[33]. An example of such filter is SpamAssassin [34], which works by scanning the
textual content of the e-mail against each rule and adds the scores for all matching rules.
If the total score of the e-mail exceeds some set threshold score then the message is
considered spam. In order to generate these scores, a single perceptron is used [35]
where the inputs to the perceptron indicate whether a particular rule was matched and the
weight for the corresponding input indicates the score for each rule.

More detailed

information with respect to machine learning algorithms such as the single perceptron is
presented in Chapter 6.
The simplest of content-based rules flag e-mails if a specific string or expression was
matched. For example, one type of content filtering rule would be to match all e-mails
that contained a variation of the word v i a g r a in the body or subject line. Content-based
filters can also match keywords or expressions in other parts of the e-mail such as the
headers or the base64 encoding of e-mail attachments and embedded images. E-mail
headers are typically used to determine where an e-mail came from and how it was
delivered from the initial source to the current destination.
Although content filters are still being used, they are becoming less effective at
blocking spam.

First, spammers have found ways of getting around such filtering

approaches by modifying their text. For example, if spammers are aware that a certain
filter is filtering e-mails based on a variation of the term

cialis

excluding the variation
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specialist

then they may send the e-mail with a modified version of c i a l i s such as

s p e C I A L I S t is unlikely to hit any exact match or regular expression based
content filtering rule due to the

specialist

cialis

exemption. Even the combining of regular

expressions from a variety of sources is unlikely to overcome this modification [36]. The
modified term is still read as CIALIS by the end user but looks like SPECIALIST to the
content filtering system. Since content filtering is based on a static rule set, spammers
can get a significant volume of spam to bypass said filter by crafting a message that will
not trigger any content filtering rules.
Another approach to content filtering is called collaborative spam detection [37].
Specifically, when a receiving server receives an e-mail, it generates a signature for that
particular e-mail and compares it against the signatures in a global server list to see how
frequent the message has been reported as spam. If a match is found and was reported as
spam above a specific threshold, the message is considered spam.

Examples of this

approach include Vipul’s Razor [38] or Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse (DCC)
[39]. One problem with this approach is that it detects bulk e-mail and not necessarily
spam. For example, some bulk e-mails such as legitimate corporate communications
from outsourced vendors may be seen as spam by such techniques and as such these emails may end up getting blocked.

Another problem is that a simple change in the

content by the spammer such as re-adjusting an image size or changing a few words can
generate a completely different signature that would not already be listed in the global
server list and as a result, such spams would get through this filtering technique.
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For more information regarding the drawbacks of using content filtering, we refer
the reader to [4].

3.4.2 Network Based Filtering
An alternate approach to content based filtering is network level filtering, which typically
comprises of a blacklist. A blacklist comprises of known bad IP addresses that have been
used to send spam. A mail server uses a blacklist when it receives a connection from a
sending server. Specifically, the receiving server checks the sending server’s IP address
against the blacklist to determine if the sending server’s IP address is listed.. If it is listed
then the mail is rejected. However, if the sending server’s IP address is not listed in the
blacklist then it is inconclusive as to what the filtering system should do with messages
from the sending server.
There is a wide range of different publicly available blacklists where each list has a
specific focus.

For example, the Composite Blocking List (CBL) [40] and Not Just

Another Bogus List (NJABL-PROXY) [41] are focused on compromised machines
whereas the Spamhaus [44] blacklist [6] list is focused on known spam sources that are
not necessarily compromised machines.
When a receiving mail server receives an incoming SMTP connection, the receiving
server can query a blacklist to determine whether the incoming mail server is listed on
that blacklist or not. The query is performed by doing a reverse DNS lookup on the
blacklist server. The response from the blacklist server helps the receiving server know
whether to block or allow such e-mails. For example, if a receiving mail server received
a connection from a sending server with an IP address of l . 2. 3.4 and wanted to know
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whether the sending server was listed on the Spamhaus blacklist then the receiving
server would perform the following DNS query:
4.3.2.1.x b l .s p a m h a u s .org

If the IP address is listed in the Spamhaus blacklist then the response would be
127.0.0.2

If the IP address is not listed in the Spamhaus blacklist then the response would be
NXDOMAIN.

By examining the response received from the blacklist server, the receiving server
will be able to determine whether the IP is listed and whether or not they should accept
the e-mail.
One problem with blacklists is that they are detection based and suffer from lag times.
For example, in [42] of the 4295 spam zombie hosts IP addresses queried against the
Spamhaus blacklist, only 255 were blacklisted after 46 days of continual activity. This
implies that there is a lag time from when a new spam source starts to send spam, to the
time when the IP address of the source is listed in the blacklist [45]. The actual criteria
used to determine whether an IP gets added to the list and how long that IP remains in
that list is unclear and as a result, false positives can also result from using such lists. In
fact, some blacklists are poorly maintained such that legitimate users are unable to
effectively use IPs once used by spammers [46]. Furthermore, since the list is detection
based and zombies are known to generate a large amount of spam immediately upon
infection, it is possible that hundreds of spams can get through a filter that utilize such
blacklisting approaches [42]. Another problem with blacklists is that the major blacklists
[39] [40] [41] are IP-based. In particular, since many spam zombies are known to reside
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on end user machines with broadband connection, typically on dynamic IP space [14],
using IP addresses to list spam zombies may not be effective solution especially if said
zombies are continuously assigned new IP addresses. With thousands of new malicious
sources being generated everyday, such reactive based approaches are always a step
behind the attacker.
Since spammers tend to make efficient usage of their spam-related websites, it is not
surprising that many spams contain similar Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs), which
is a standard means of addressing resources on the web. This leads us to another type of
blacklist called the URI blacklist, which lists URIs, found in spams. An example of such
list is the Spam URI Realtime Blocklists (SURBL) [48].
Unfortunately, URI blacklists suffer from similar problems as IP based blacklists
where the list is generated on a detection-basis and a spam containing a newly created
URI will not be detected by such list.
positives.

Furthermore, there is also the risk of false

For example, in cases such as phishing e-mails where a ‘clean’ URI is

obfuscated and actually directs the user to the spammer’s site, the ‘clean’ URI may end
up getting listed in that list.
Since the above-mentioned blacklists are owned by third party volunteer
organizations, it makes sense to have a local whitelist that can be used in the event of a
false positive. In particular, such whitelists are typically designed to allow mail from a
particular IP or e-mail address to bypass all spam filtering. One issue with this is that the
\

machine using the whitelisted IP address may become compromised giving the spammer
unfiltered access to recipient’s inbox. Similarly, if the spammer knew that a particular e
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mail address was whitelisted, he or she could forge that e-mail address in their spam to
ensure that the spam gets through the filter. As a result, whitelists need to be carefully
maintained so that they do not get abused, which leads to additional overhead for the email administrator.
For more information regarding the drawbacks of using network filtering, we
refer the reader to [4].

3.4.3 Forging
With a significant amount of spam being forged, it makes sense to look at techniques that
detect such forgeries. Email forging is where the ‘From’ line of an e-mail is forged such
that the email appears to have been sent from someone else. For example, Alice could
forge an e-mail to Bob to make it appears that the e-mail came from Jim by re-writing the
‘From’ line of the e-mail with Jim’s e-mail address.
In the absence of technological detection means, one may discover that they have
been spoofed when someone complains to them about an email they never actually sent
or they receive an e-mail bounce from email that was generated elsewhere.
One technique to detect e-mail forging is called the Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
[47]. SPF determines whether the sending mail server is allowed to send mail on behalf
of the sender’s domain. The success of SPF is dependent upon domains registering a
DNS TXT record, which lists all the mail servers that are allowed to send mail on behalf
of that domain. Although SPF is able to detect forged messages from domains that have
SPF records such as Microsoft, SPF is not an effective means for filtering spam.
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Specifically, spammers are known to register new domains with SPF records thus
allowing their e-mails to bypass any SPF filter.
Domain keys [49] is another anti-forging technique where instead of listing allowed
mail servers, a domain specific public key is listed in the TXT record. Domain keys
works by having the sending mail server sign the message using its public key and
include a hash of that signature in the header of the e-mail. The receiving server then
finds the public key of the sender’s domain, listed in the domain’s DNS TXT record, to
sign the message and produces a hash of the signature. If the hash value in the header
and the hash value that the receiving server generated matches, then the receiving server
can be confident that the message was not forged.
Another problem with current sender forgery techniques is that it does not handle
relays or mailing lists very well. In particular, when a user sends an e-mail to a mailing
list, the mailing list server receives the message and subsequently relays the message to
the mail servers of all the recipients on the list. In such a case, the signature generated by
the sender and the recipient servers would be different because of the additional headers
added to the original message by the intermediate mailing list server.

3.4.4 Machine Learning
In this sub-section, we review two anti-spam based machine learning filtering techniques.

3.4.4.1 Client Based E-mail behavioral analysis
This technique uses an e-mail data mining toolkit to analyze offline email corpus
including e-mails sent and received from a user [50]. Specifically, machine learning
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algorithms are used to model the user’s behavior to classify emails for spam detection.
We note that this work does not conduct behavioral analysis of the sending mail server to
classify mail and instead models the user’s sending and receiving behavioral patterns to
detect spam.

3.4.4.2 Bayesian Filtering
The Bayesian algorithm makes use of Bayes’s rule, which uses prior probability
knowledge to calculate the most likely classification of data. Given a set of features
(fl,f2,f3..fh) to extract from the data, the Bayes theorem can determine the probability of
the data being spam. Specifically, according to the Equation 3-1 [51] [52], the probability
that an e-mail is spam given that the e-mail contains a number of features, is equal to the
probability that any e-mail is spam multiplied by the probability that an e-mail containing
those features is found in spam divided by the probability of those features found in any
e-mail.
p ( S P A M \ f „ f 2,

Equation 3-1: Bayesian Formula
In the e-mail case, these features are words where each word has a certain probability
of it occurring in a spam or legitimate e-mail. For example, the word

viagra

is likely to

be found in spam but not in legitimate e-mail. The filter learns by training it with good
and bad e-mails.

By knowing which words are in good e-mails and bad, it then

developed probabilities for each word and stores it in a database. For example, the word
viagra

would have a large probability in spam and low probability in non-spam. After
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training, the word probabilities are used to determine whether an incoming email is
spam or not. Each word in the e-mail contributes to the overall email’s spam probability.
The e-mail spam probability is computed over all words and if it exceeds a threshold then
the filter will mark the e-mail as spam.
According to the Bayesian filtering approach, when new mail arrives, a message is
scanned for all the features defined in the formula above such as words with a high
probability of being in either spam or legitimate mail. The probability of each feature
being in spam is calculated and used in the Bayesian formula to determine the overall
probability of the e-mail being spam.
To better explain how Bayesian can be applied to the e-mail domain, we describe the
existing use of Bayesian in content filtering.

In such filtering, a corpus of mail is

classified into two distinct groups and used for training purposes.

The first group

consists of legitimate mail while the second group consists of spam. For each group, the
algorithm generates a number of features from the two groups and assigns a probability to
each feature based on the number of times it appears in each group.

In the e-mail

domain, a feature could be considered a word. For example, a feature word such as
'conference' would appear in legitimate mail and not in spam and as a result, would have
a conditional probability

p (f i=business |s p a m )=

o. On the other hand, a feature word

such as 'Viagra', would appear in spam and not in legitimate mail and hence would have a
conditional probability p (f 2=viagra

|s p a m ) =

l

.

One major flaw with the Bayesian filtering approach is that a large amount of training
data are required to accurately determine the conditional probability of a feature being in
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spam or legitimate mail.

Specifically, in order to effectively use the Bayesian

algorithm, we would need an extremely large corpus where each feature was used
multiple times. Obtaining this type of corpus of training data is extremely difficult.
For more information regarding the drawbacks of using machine learning based
filtering, we refer the reader to [4].

3.5 Remediation
The final anti-spam solution discussed in this Chapter is remediation where the malicious
viral code known as malware [19] is removed from compromised machines.

This

approach however, requires the user to know that their machine is infected in the first
place and know how to clean it up. In section 3.3 of this Chapter, we mentioned a few
techniques to detect spam zombies. Specifically, one method is to look for anomalous
DNS traffic and the other is to look for computers communicating with a known C&C
server.
Since compromised machines are under the control of a botnet server, no one really
knows what malicious software gets uploaded and installed on these hosts. As such, in
order to remove such software from the machine, we recommend that the user re-install
the operating system. Another challenge with cleaning infections is that viruses these
days have become more difficult to kill. Some viruses disable key functionality such as
anti-virus applications, pc firewalls, task manager, registry editor as well as access to
important sites such as windows update and antivirus websites [14].
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3.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we analyzed current efforts at combating spam and state of the art anti
spam solutions, which were categorized into one of four approaches: legislation,
preemption, filtering, and remediation categories. By examining current filtering efforts
and their shortcomings, we can begin illustrating our idea of a new message filtering
solution that can address these issues.
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Chapter 4:

SMTP Transaction Model and Mail Rejection

4.1 Introduction
The previous Chapter presented related research on current efforts at combating spam and
the state of the art of spam filtering. We note that existing anti-spam filtering techniques
focus on distinguishing good and bad e-mail content while our filtering technique differs
from existing solutions in that we look at discrepancies in mail transactional behavior
between a legitimate mail server and a spam zombie. In this Chapter, we examine the
SMTP transaction between a legitimate sending and receiving mail server and model the
transaction in five sequential steps. We also examine the different ways that an SMTP
transaction can be rejected and look at the different sender notification mechanisms used
to notify senders that their mail has been rejected.

Once the transactional model is

presented, we will outline the machine learning algorithm goals of our new message
filtering solution.

4.2 SMTP Procedure
The ability to exchange messages between a sending and receiving mail server is made
possible by the SMTP protocol. In this section, we provide an overview of the SMTP
protocol as defined in RFC 821 [53] and RFC 822 [54] developed in 1982 and extended
34
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in RFC 2821 in 2001 [55]. An example of a successful SMTP transaction between a
sending and receiving mail source is illustrated below.
220 m t a 5 5 4 . m a i l . m u d . r e c e i v e r . c o m ESMTP YSmtp service ready
HELO m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m
250 Hello m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m
MAIL FROM:

[198.2.25.87],

p l ease d to meet you

< a l i c e 0 s e n d e r .com>

250 < a l i c e 0 s e n d e r .c o m > ... Sender ok
RCPT TO:

< b o b 0 r e c e i v e r .com>

250 < b o b 0 r e c e i v e r .c o m > ... Recipient ok
DATA
354 Enter mail,
From:

end with

on a line by itself

a l i c e 0 send er.com

To: b o b 0 r e c e i v e r . c o m
Date:

January 18,

Subject:

2007

Test

This is a test

250

2.0.0

10J5FYf01210

Messa ge

accep t e d

for

delivery

(relayed

by

MailShield

In the example above, the sending mail server
SMTP transaction with the receiving mail server
purpose of delivering mail from the user account
bob0receiver.com.

maii.receiver.com

engages in an

a.m x . m a i i . r e c e i v e r . c o m

a i i c e 0 s e n d e r .com

for the

to the user account

All communication from the sending mail server is in bold while
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the responses from the receiving mail source are underlined. Each step within the
SMTP transaction will be described in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1 Step 1: Session Initiation
An SMTP session begins when a sending mail server connects to the receiving mail
server on the receiving server’s SMTP port; typically, TCP port 25. If the receiving mail
server accepts the connection from the sending mail server, the receiving mail server
presents the sending server with a banner message starting with a 220 SMTP code
followed by text identifying the receiving server’s fully qualified domain name, SMTP
software and version. In our example, the banner message that the sending server
received was:
220 m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m ESMTP YSmtp service ready

In the banner above, the 220 represents an SMTP code that indicates that the SMTP
service is ready,

m a i l .r e c e i v e r .com

is the fully qualified domain name of the receiving

server and ESMTP is the mail software used by the receiving server. In this case, the
receiving server likely concealed the version information of the mail software for security
reasons.
It should be noted that instead of presenting a banner with SMTP code 220, the
receiving server can respond to an incoming connection with SMTP code 554 which
indicates a transactional failure. This type of situation may occur if the receiving server
is configured to consult a blacklist prior to accepting connections. Specifically, if the
receiving server is configured to deny connections from all IP addresses listed in the
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blacklist and the sending server’s IP address is listed, then the receiving server can
immediately reject the connection. According to RFC 2821, if the incoming connection
is rejected, the server must wait for the sending server to send a QUIT command before
closing the connection and should respond to all other commands from the sending server
with SMTP code

503,

which indicates a bad sequence of commands.

However, to

prevent Denial of Service (DoS) attacks that connect to mail servers without issuing a
QUIT, the receiving server may be configured to drop a connection after a pre-specified
amount of inactivity has elapsed. Such a pre-specified time period varies for each mail
server environment.

4.2.2 Step 2: Sending Server Identification
If the sending server is able to establish an SMTP connection with the receiving server
and receives an SMTP code 220 banner message, the sending server must then identify
itself to the receiving server. This is performed with either the HELO or the EHLO
command. The HELO command is used to simply identify the sending mail server. In
our original example, the sending server identified itself by issuing the following
command:
HELO m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m

This command can be interpreted as saying ‘Hello, I am

m a i i . r e c e i v e r . c o m ’.

response to this command, the receiving server responded with SMTP code
indicates that the requested mail action was okay and completed:
250 Hello m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m

[198.2.25.87],

p l e ased to meet you
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The EHLO command is used when the sending server wishes to use a service
extension of the SMTP protocol.

An example of a sending server using EHLO

communication is provided below:
EHLO m a i l . s e n d e r . c o m
The response to the above EHLO command is as f o l l o w s :
25 0 - m a i l.rec eiver. com

Hello

mail.sender.com

[198.2.25.87],

pleased

to

meet you
250-ENH ANCEDSTATUSCODES
250-EXPN
250-VERB
250-8BITMIME
250-SIZE 20000000
250-DSN
250-ONEX
250-ETRN
250-XUSR
250-STARTTLS
250 HELP

In the example above, the parameter associated with the EHLO command identifies
the

sending

server

(mail.r e c e i v e r .com)

(maii.sender.com)

and

results

in

the

receiving

server

responding with a list of extensions it supports. At this point, the

sending server can use any of the available service extensions.

For example, if the

sending server wishes to encrypt the SMTP transaction, it would use the
service.
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In some cases the use of the EHLO command will result in the receiving server
returning a SMTP code 500 response which indicates that the command is not recognized
and that the receiving server does not provide any service extensions. In such a situation,
the sending server must use the HELO command instead.
According to RFC 2821, the HELO/EHLO parameter requires a fully qualified
domain name of the sending server. If no meaningful domain name is found, the client
should send an address literal which is an IP address enclosed in square brackets. It
should be noted that majority of legitimate mail servers are assigned static IP addresses
which typically map to a legitimate domain name. As such, very few servers should have
address literals as its HELO/EHLO parameter and as we will see in Chapter 5, spam
zombies will have unusual HELO/EHLO parameters.

Therefore, the HELO/EHLO

parameter values can help identity whether a server is legitimate or not. We will look at
this in the subsequent Chapter.

4.2.3 Step 3: Sender Identification
After the sending server identifies itself to the receiving server, the sending server issues
the MAIL command to identify the sender. The command is generally used in the
following form:
MAI L F R O M : < a d d r e s s > .
Note:

address

represents

the

sender's

e-mail

address

a l i c e Q s e n d e r .com)
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When the sending server issues the above command, the receiving server prepares
for the start of a new mail transaction by resetting all state tables and buffers of previous
MAIL transactions.
Now, referring to our original example, the sender server informs the receiving server
that the sender is
MAIL FROM:

al i c e @ s e n d e r . c o m :

< a l i c e @ s e n d e r .c o m >

250 < a l i c e @ s e n d e r .c o m > ... Sender ok

In this case, the receiving server issued a response with SMTP code

250,

which

means that the command was accepted and the associated e-mail address was stored in its
buffer; however, if the command were not accepted then the receiving server must
provide the sending server with a response to indicate whether the failure is permanent or
temporary. If the failure is permanent, the sending mail server will not be able to send
mail to the address under any circumstances. Such a situation would occur, for example,
if the sender’s e-mail address was listed on a blacklist, which lists all e-mail addresses
that the receiving server does not accept. In contrast, a temporary failure means that the
sender address might be accepted if the sending mail server were to try specifying the
same sender address again.

4.2.4 Step 4: Recipient Identification
The RCPT command identifies the recipient of the sender’s message and is followed by
the MAIL command; however, if the receiving server receives a RCPT command without
a previous MAIL command then the receiving server should send a response with SMTP
code

504

(bad sequence of commands) to the sender.

Unlike the HELO or MAIL
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commands, the RCPT command can be used multiple times for each SMTP
transaction. The reasoning behind this is that for each e-mail there is only one sending
server, one sender address and potentially multiple recipients.
The general form of the RCPT command is similar to the MAIL command and is
shown below:
RCPT T O :< a d d r e s s > .
Note:

address is the recipient's e-mail address.

When the sending server issues the RCPT command, the receiving server verifies the
address exists and belongs to its domain. For example, in our original example, the
receiving server would only accept RCPT commands containing a valid address for the
receiver’s domain (i.e.

user0receiver.com).

Since our example met this criterion, the

receiving server issued a response with SMTP code 250 and stored the address in its
buffer.
RCPT TO:

< b o b 0 r e c e i v e r .com>

250 < b o b 0 r e c e i v e r .c o m > ... Recipient ok

However, if the address was not a valid address, then the receiver server would
respond to the sending server with a SMTP code 550 reject response, which indicates that

the requested action was not taken and the mailbox is unavailable.

4.2.5 Step 5: E-mail Content
The DATA command is used to define the content of the message to be sent to the
recipient and is followed by the RCPT command.

It is important that the DATA

command be used after the RCPT, MAIL and HELO commands or else an out of
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sequence failure will result. Specifically, if there was no MAIL or RCPT command
issued before the DATA command then the receiving server will either issue a response
to the sending mail server comprising SMTP code

503

or

554,

which indicates that the

requested action was not taken and that the mailbox name was not allowed.

If the

sending server receives either of these responses, the sending server must not send any
message data. In fact, message data must not be sent unless an SMTP code 354 response
is received. The typical form of the DATA command is as follows:
DATA <CRLF>
Note:

CRLF represents a carriage return and line feed.

If the response to a DATA command is SMTP code 354, then all content provided by
the sender server after DATA and up to but not including the end of mail data indicator is
considered message text. The end of mail data indicator is a single line containing a
period V and informs the receiving server to process stored recipients and mail data. For
an illustration of such a transaction, we refer to our original example:
DATA

354 Enter mail,
From:

end with

on a line by itself

a l i ce0se nder.c om

To: b o b 0 r e c e i v e r . c o m
Subject:

Test

This is a test

250

2.0.0

10J5FYf01210

M e s sag e

a c c ep ted

for

deliv ery

MailShield)
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In the above example, once the message data are received and stored by the
receiving server, the receiving server issues an accept response comprising SMTP code
250.

In addition to the out of sequence failure, a failure could also result if the message

content triggers content related anti-spam rules. In such a situation, a permanent failure
message with SMTP reject error code

550

should be sent to the sending server after the

end of mail data indicator. It should be noted that the memo header items such as Date,
Subject, To, Cc and From are all part of the message data. We expect that the e-mail
content from spam zombies, otherwise known as spam, will be different from the e-mail
content sent from legitimate mail servers. As such, we will examine the e-mail content
from spam zombies in the subsequent Chapter.

4.3 Overall SMTP flow
According to RFC 2821 [55], a typical SMTP transactional flow sequentially follows
each of the five steps as outlined in the five step model above and illustrated in Figure 41 below.
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Step 1: Sending Server
Connects to Receiving Server.

Step 2: Sending Server Identifies
Itself to Receiving Server via
HELO command.

Step 3: Sending Server
Specifies Sender’s E-mail
Address.

Step 4: Sending Server
Specifies Intended Recipients,

Step 5: Sending Server
Specifies E-mail Content,

Reject E-mail

No

Accept?
Yes
Deliver E-mail

Figure 4-1: SMTP Transactional Flow
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In Step 1 of Figure 4-1, a sending server initially establishes a connection with the
receiving server,. In Step 2, the sending server introduces itself to the receiving server
using the HELO or EHLO command with a parameter that identifies the fully qualified
domain name of the sending host. Once the command is received and processed by the
receiving server, the sending server then proceeds to Step 3 of the SMTP transaction and
issues a MAIL FROM command to identify the sender. In Step 4, the sending server
issues one or more RCPT TO commands to identify the recipients. While sending RCPT
TO commands, the receiving server may verify that each recipient address is a valid
address for their domain. In Step 5, the sending server may issue a DATA command and
define the content of the message to be delivered. It is at this point where most spam
filtering, such as content and network based filtering checks, usually occur. We note that
the filtering servers we use in this thesis perform filtering at this point of the SMTP
transactional model.
In summary, a typical SMTP transaction according to RFC 2821 follows the
following flow: HELO->MAIL FROM->RCPT TO->DATA.

We hypothesize that

legitimate mail servers will abide by RFC 2821 with no guarantee that the same will hold
true with respect to spam zombies. Therefore, we will examine the SMTP transactional
flow of spam zombies in the subsequent Chapter.

4.4 Rejecting Mail
In the previous sections we illustrated how the receiving server can reject mail from the
sending servers. In this section, we describe what happens once a receiving server rejects
an e-mail. Specifically, when a receiving server responds to a sending server’s command
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with a reject response code, the sending server will generate a non-delivery receipt and
send it to the sender address. The main problem with this approach is that such a non
delivery receipt provides very little information on what the user or their service
provider’s technical support staff can do to report or fix the problem. Since the SMTP
reject issue was due to the receiving mail server’s configuration, the e-mail
administrators of the receiving server must be notified in order for this problem to be
resolved.

In such circumstances, the intended recipient must know that one of their

incoming e-mails was not received and inform their e-mail administers that the e-mail did
not get through. Although this is a feasible solution, a better approach would be to
inform the sender that their e-mail did not get through and provide them with instructions
on how they can report the false positives to the e-mail administers of the receiving
domain. This is a more effective means of handling false positives because senders have
a vested interest in ensuring their e-mails get delivered to their intended recipient. Since
spam zombies are not legitimate mail servers, they typically do not go through the trouble
of generating a non-delivery receipt to the specified sender address.
To implement such a mechanism, there are three things that are needed. First, the
receiving server must be able to uniquely identify every e-mail it rejects so that the e-mail
administrators can refer to their logs and determine why a particular e-mail got blocked.
Second, the receiving domain must have a special e-mail address that external senders
can report false positives to such that mail sent to that address can automatically bypass
all filtering mechanisms used on the receiving server. Finally, the sender needs to be
notified that their e-mail was blocked with instructions on how to report false positives.
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In particular, the notification should contain the unique identifier along with the special
e-mail address. The next section will provide details on how such a notification is sent to
the end user.

4.4.1 In-line rejection
When a receiving server rejects a message from a sending server, the receiving server
will issue an SMTP reject response during the SMTP transaction. To implement the
sender notification solution described in the previous section, the SMTP reject response
should include information such as the unique identifier and the unfiltered e-mail address
that the sender can use to report the false positive. According to RFC2821, when a
receiving server issues an SMTP rejection, the sending server will send a non-delivery
receipt, including the SMTP reject response, to the user identified in the MAIL FROM.
For example, in the SMTP transaction below, the receiving server rejected the message
data based upon a simple content filtering rule (i.e. block mail without a Date). Note that
the rejection response, which is highlighted in bold, includes the SMTP reject code
along with instructions for the sender to follow.
220 m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m SMTP

(UCE not wanted)

HELO m a i l . s e n d e r . c o m
250 Hello m a i l . s e n d e r . c o m
MAIL FROM:

[22.129.25.87],

p l eased to meet you

< a l i c e @ s e n d e r .c o m >

250 <a l i c e @ s e n d e r .c o m > ... Sender ok
RCPT TO:

< a l i c e § s e n d e r .com>

250 < a l i c e @ s e n d e r .c o m > ... Recipient ok
DATA
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354 Enter mail,
From:

end with

on a line by itself

a l i c e @ sende r.com

To: a l i c e @ s en der.co m
Subject:

Test

This is a test

550 Mail
error,

refused - by our email
please

forward

1169183674.02015825)

this

filters
whole

- If you bel ieve

b ounce

this

(including

to be

Session

in
ID:

to filto ps@re c e i v e r . c o m ONLY

In response to the reject message, the sending server would generate and send the
sender a non-delivery receipt, which would include the instruction provided by the
receiving server.

A sample non-delivery receipt with said instructions is presented

below:
Original M e s s a g e ----From: Mail Admin i s t r a t o r
Sent:

January 18,

[m a i l t o : P o s t m a s t e r @ r e c e i v e r . c o m ]

2007 7:46 PM

To: a l i c e @ sen der.co m
Subject:

Mail S y stem Error - R e t u r n e d Mail

This Message was undeliv erable due to the following reason:

Your mess age was not d e l i v e r e d because the destinati on computer refused
to

accept

error

is

it

(the

usual ly

error
due

to

m e ssag e
a

is

reproduced

m i s -conf igured

system on the d es tinati on computer;

however,

below) .

account

or

This
mail

type

of

delivery

it could be ca used by your
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message

since

information,

some

mail

systems

refuse

m essages

with

inva lid

header

or if they are too large.

Your m e ssag e was reject ed by m a i l . r e c e i v e r . c o m for the following
reason:

Mail refused - by our email filters - If you beli eve this to be in
error,

please forward this whole bounc e

1169183674.02015825)

(including Session ID:

to f i l t o ps 0rece iver.c om ONLY

The following recipients did not receive this message:

< b o b 0 r e c e i v e r .com>

4.4.2 Bounces
E-mail bounces provide an alternate means of notifying senders that the receiving server
rejected their e-mail. In this case, after the receiving server receives the entire message
and rejects it, the receiving server creates a new e-mail called a bounce, encloses the
content that the sender tried to send, and sends the bounce to the address listed in the
MAIL FROM to inform the sender that the e-mail did not get through. An example of a
bounce message is provided below:
Subject:

Undel i v e r e d Mail R e t urne d to Sender

Date:

Thurs,

18 Jan 2007 16:31:44 -0500

From:

"Mail Delivery System"

< M A I L E R - D A E M O N 0 a . m x m a i l .r e c e i v e r .com>

To: < a l i c e 0 s e n d e r .com>
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This is the Postfix p r o g r a m at host bo x20.yyzl.setupahost.net.
I'm sorry to have to i nform you that your message could not
be d e l i vere d to one or more recipients.
For further assistance,

It's attac hed below.

please send mail to <postmaster>

If you do so, please include this p r o b l e m report.

You can

delete your own text from the attach ed re turned message.
The Postf ix p r o g r a m
user:

"b o b @ r e c e i v e r . c o m "

------ _ = _ N e x t Part_0 01_01C 7 3 B 8 C .2AA0F400
Content-Type:

application/octet-stream;

na m e = "Deliv ery report.txt"
Content-Transfer-Encoding:

b a s e 64

C o n t e n t - D e s c r i p t i o n : Del ivery report
C o n t e n t - D i s p o s i t i o n : attachment;
fil ename="Delivery report.txt"

It should be noted that the main difference between this approach and the in-line
rejection approach is the server that is used to notify the sender. Specifically, the in-line
rejection method uses the sender’s server while the bounce method uses the recipient’s
server. The problem with the bounce approach is that e-mail forging is a very simple
technique that is widely used by spammers and spamware [14]. So having the receiving
server send bounce e-mails to the supposed sender address, may result in an innocent user
receiving a heavy volume of forged e-mail bounces and may also result in the receiving
mail server becoming listed in public blacklists. In-line rejections, however, do not have
to worry about e-mail forging since the sending server that was used by the sender to
send the original e-mail generates their corresponding non-delivery receipts. Due to the
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severe consequences of sending e-mail bounces, we have opted to use the in-line
rejection method to notify users of SMTP rejections in our anti-spam solution.

4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we modeled the SMTP transaction between a sending and receiving
server. In particular, we examined how a legitimate mail server goes through five steps
in an SMTP transaction to send, accept and reject mail. We will use this information in
the next Chapter to help distinguish between legitimate and spam zombie transactions, as
it is our hypothesis that zombies generate non-conformant SMTP transactions. We also
looked at two different methods of handling SMTP rejections and explained why the in
line rejection notification method is the better of the two. Specifically, in comparison to
e-mail bounces, the in-line rejection method is a safer means of notifying the user that
their

e-mail

is
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Chapter 5:

Spam Zombie Behaviour Analysis

5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, we examined the SMTP transaction according to RFC 821 [53],
RFC 822 [54] and RFC 2821 [55] and modeled the transaction in five sequential steps.
We also reviewed the different ways that an SMTP transaction could be rejected and
looked at the different sender notification mechanisms used to notify senders that their
mail could not be delivered.

In this Chapter, we describe the environment and the

methods we used to identify and analyze spam zombie behaviour. In particular, we
capture three intervals of spam flow information from one of our filtering servers and
compare its SMTP transactional flow with the five step model described in the previous
Chapter. In the next Chapter, we will present our anti-spam technique that makes use of
this comparative analysis.

5.2 Mail Environment
To study the behaviour of spam zombies, we use a live mail infrastructure consisting of
two multi-layer inbound mail filtering servers running on identical platforms, where each
server is equally responsible for receiving e-mail for one large global domain. The mail
environment that we used is described in greater detail in Chapter 7.
52
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We conducted our analysis in March 2007, when this domain had 65333 active
users and our mail filtering servers blocked a total of 16,364,263 e-mails between
February 9, 2007 to March 11, 2007. It should be noted that we elected to perform our
analysis from the perspective of a receiving server of a large domain rather than the
perspective of a spam zombie. This was done for several reasons. First, there are many
different variants of spam zombies [56] that can be found on the Internet today, thus
analyzing a few zombie types would not produce an accurate representation of general
spam zombie behaviour. In contrast, by conducting the analysis on the receiving servers
of a large domain, it is highly likely that our servers will interact with many distinct
zombie sources and types. Second, in order to accurately find behavioral discrepancies
between spam zombies and legitimate mail servers, we needed to ensure that the
receiving server is RFC compliant. The simplest way to accomplish this is to perform the
analysis from receiving servers that we run and manage ourselves.
As described in Section 2.4, a spam zombie is typically a non-standard mail server
that is used to send spam by performing SMTP transactions with a receiving server. Such
transactions are typically performed in a noticeably different manner from the five step
transactional model described in Section 4.2. In the subsequent sections we will describe
the method we used to identify and analyze spam zombie behaviour.

5.3 Packet Capturing
Our analysis begins by setting up a packet-capturing tool called Ethereal [57] on one of
our mail filtering servers and running the application for three 10-minute intervals during
the morning, afternoon and evening time periods of a regular business day. We selected
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a 10-minute interval where, during that interval, our server handled over 10000 distinct
connections providing us with a substantial amount of data. We also decided to use the
three time periods where e-mail volumes fluctuated the most. For each packet capture,
all packet streams were manually classified according to e-mail type. The different types
included: legitimate, spam and miscellaneous.

A brief description of each type is

provided below.

5.3.1 Legitimate Packet Stream
The packet

streams

captured

in this

category consist

of legitimate

e-mail

communications. It was observed that these captures correctly followed the five step
SMTP transactional model described in the previous Chapter.

5.3.2 Spam Packet Stream
The packet

streams captured

communications.

in

this

category consist of unsolicited

e-mail

We identified and distinguished spam captures from legitimate

captures by looking for SMTP reject commands sent from the receiving server to the
sending server. It was observed that the spam e-mails that we received could be further
classified into three distinct groups, which includes scam spam, image spam and virus
spam. We provide a brief overview of each spam classification and analyze why we were
able to classify thousands of spams into three categories in Section 5.4.5.
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5.3.3 Miscellaneous Packet Stream
The packet streams captured in this category includes network monitoring and filtering
communications such as DNS blacklist look-ups where the receiving server queries an
external DNS blacklist server to determine if the incoming IP address is listed on their
blacklist. We distinguish these captures from both the legitimate and spam capture types
by searching for non-TCP packets.

5.4 Packet Stream Analysis
For the purposes of this analysis, we will discard all legitimate and miscellaneous packet
streams and focus on the spam packet streams. Specifically, we will compare the spam
stream with the five-step SMTP transactional model we described in Chapter 4 and note
key discrepancies between the two. The differences, along with relevant background,
will be provided for each of the five steps in the sub-sections below.

5.4.1 Step 1: Session Initiation
When a user uses a sending server to send mail to a recipient, the sending server must
find the recipient’s mail server responsible for handling mail for the recipient’s domain.
The sending server is able to find the recipient’s inbound servers by looking up a special
DNS record of type MX for the recipient’s domain, which provides a list of hostnames of
the inbound mail servers.

An example DNS MX record for the domain foo is as

follows:
f o o . c o m MX IN 600 m a i l . f o o . c o m
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In the above example, the first field

(fo o.com)

specifies the recipient’s domain, the

second field indicates that the DNS record is of type MX, the third field indicates that the
record belongs to the Internet class (IN), the fourth field indicates the time to live (i.e.
600 seconds) for that particular record before it expires and a new record should be
retrieved. The final field indicates the hostname of the receiving server used to accept
mail on behalf of that domain.
By initiating a port 25 connection to any of the recipient’s inbound servers, the
sending server can attempt to establish an SMTP transaction with the recipient’s server
for the purpose of delivering the mail to the intended recipient. If the connection is
accepted then the sending server must wait for a banner with SMTP code 220 to be
presented by the receiving server.
It was noticed that in some spam streams, the spam source was found sending
commands to the receiving server prior to receiving the banner. Furthermore, it was
noticed that if an MX record pointed to multiple hosts where one host (or potentially
more) was non-responsive and the sending server tried to communicate with said host (or
hosts), then the spam source would deviate from RFC2821 by simply quitting without
trying to establish an SMTP communication with an alternate receiving host.

5.4.2 Step 2: Sending Server Identification
Our packet capture analysis presented some unusual SMTP transactional flow behaviour
as well. In particular, several of the spam streams were found issuing a RST command
after the HELO command. According to RFC2821, the RST command indicates that the
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current mail transaction will be aborted and that any stored information such as
senders, recipients, and mail data must be discarded from the buffers. Since nothing is
stored in the buffer after a HELO command, it is illogical for any legitimate mail server
to behave this way.
It was also observed that the spam streams had HELO parameter values that did not
meet RFC 2821 [55] recommended host names.

In fact, the spam stream HELO

parameter values were noticeably different from the HELO values provided by legitimate
servers.

For example, many spam sources were found with a HELO parameter

comprising a single word or character such as

friend

and | . Many other spam sources

were caught lying about their identity. Specifically, we caught spam sources using our
domain as their HELO parameter. This cannot be possible, since the only servers that
can legally identify themselves with our domain name are our servers. We also caught a
number of servers identifying themselves with freemail domain names such as gmail,
yahoo and hotmail where their IP address did not belong to the identified domain name.
As noted in RFC2821, legitimate mail servers should be using their fully qualified
domain name or an address literal as their HELO parameter.

Although most spam

sources did not use either of these two as their HELO parameters, we must still consider
the possibility that spam zombies could eventually be developed as an RFC compliant
mailer. We note that even if spam zombies become RFC compliant, the HELO parameter
will still help us determine whether the sending server is a spam source or not.
Specifically, a spam zombie on a home user machine would HELO with a generic fully
qualified domain identifier that indicates that the machine resides on a dynamic IP pool
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such as

d s i .i s p s e r v e r .com.

We assume that legitimate mail servers should reside on

a static IP address so that its clients may be able to communicate with the server without
having to re-configure the server address each time the address changes. In other words,
mail from a dynamic IP address should be considered suspicious and the source should be
flagged as a spam source. Therefore, even if a spam zombie becomes RFC compliant,
the HELO parameter will still provide insight as to whether the sending server is a
zombie machine or not.
To determine if a source used its fully qualified domain name as its HELO parameter,
one can simply perform a reverse DNS query on the source’s IP address and compare the
response with the parameter. Reverse DNS is essentially the opposite of standard DNS
where you turn an IP address into a hostname.
Standard DNS lookups uses DNS type ‘A’ records, which look like:
host.foo.com A 192.0.2.25

whereas reverse DNS lookups use DNS type ‘PTR’ records, which look like:
23.2.3.123.in-addr-arpa.

A reverse domain lookup for a particular IP address is performed by reversing the IP
address and appending in-addr.arpa. For example, if we wish to find the reverse DNS
entry for 123.23.21.2 then we simply request a DNS lookup on 2.21.23.123.in.addr.arpa.
Such a query will result one of three different responses, which include a reverse
mapping,

nxdomain

or server fail. A reverse mapping is the hostname residing on that

particular IP address whereas

nxdomain

is the response given when no RDNS record

exists. A server failure is presented when the DNS server that is queried cannot provide a
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response.

In such case, the DNS server cannot be determined whether a reverse

mapping record exists or not.
Ensuring that a mail server has a reverse DNS record is standard industry practice and
is recommended by some of the top anti-spam groups such as the Messaging Anti-Abuse
Working Group (MAAWG) [59]. In fact, some of the largest service providers in the
world such as America Online (AOL) have implemented filters that block e-mail from
mail servers that have no reverse DNS. The main reason for this is that virtually all email from such sources is spam.

5.4.3 Step 3: Sender Identification
Although the spam streams demonstrated inconsistent use of upper case (MAIL FROM)
and lower case (mail from) MAIL FROM commands, we noticed that for the most part,
spam sources consistently identified the sender to the receiving server in accordance with
RFC 821 [53], RFC 822 [54] and RFC 2821 [55]. Although spam sources have shown
inconsistent usage of case for the MAIL FROM command, such inconsistency is still in
accordance with the above-mentioned major SMTP standards and as a result, may be
performed by legitimate mail servers as well.

As such, this discrepancy will not be

further considered in this thesis.

5.4.4 Step 4: Receiver Identification
Similar to the sender identification analysis, we note that there was inconsistent use of
upper case (RCPT TO) and lower case (rcpt to) RCPT TO commands but that the
majority of spam sources had consistently identified recipients to the receiving server in
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accordance with RFC 821, RFC822 and RFC 2821.

Although spam sources have

shown inconsistent usage of case for the RCPT TO command, such inconsistency is still
in accordance with the above-mentioned major SMTP standards and as a result, may be
performed by legitimate mail servers as well.

As such, this discrepancy will not be

further considered in this thesis.

5.4.5 Step 5: E-mail Content
The discrepancies in the e-mail content of legitimate and spam communications also
helped in verifying that a particular packet stream was legitimate or spam. As discussed
in Section 5.3, the e-mail content of spam streams was classified in one of three distinct
groups. These groups are:
1. Scam spam

[9]

2. Image spam [ 60 ], and
3. Virus spam [10].
A brief description of each classification group and analysis as to why we were able
to classify thousands of spams into these categories will be provided in the following sub
sections.

5.4.5.1 Scam spam
This type of spam, also known as phishing, is defined as an attempt to fraudulently
acquire sensitive information, such as personal identity data and financial account
credentials using both social engineering and technical subterfuge [18].

Specifically,

phishing scams are masqueraded as a trusted institution, giving the recipient the
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impression that there is a real need for such information. Most of these scams contain a
link that the user is urged to click. The link takes the victim to a fake website that is
designed to look like the real thing. The only difference being that any personal
information that the user provides is routed directly to the scammer who will then use it
to steal the victim’s identity, money, records or anything else they can get. According to
the Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG), the banking industry has lost over 200
million dollars in 2005 as a result of scam spams [18]. As a result, it is not surprising that
spam zombies are being used to send scam spam in large volumes.

5.4.5.2 Image spam
This type of spam attempts to bypass content filtering by embedding words into images.
Such spam would contain one or more images describing what the spammer is trying to
sell and how the end user can purchase the product. Due to the current limitations of
optical character recognition technology, anti-spam filters have a difficult time
distinguishing between good and bad images [60]. As such, spammers are using zombies
to distribute these types of spams because of the high probability of getting such spams
through existing filters.

5.4.5.3 Virus spam
These spams contain malicious attachments or links where if the attachment is opened,
malicious code will be installed on the user’s machine. Likewise, if the user clicks on the
link, then a web browser vulnerability may get exploited and, as a result, the user’s
machine could potentially become infected. In order to overcome existing spam filtering
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techniques such as DNS blacklists, a fresh supply of compromised machines is needed.
One means of doing this is by propagating an infected payload from one machine to
another. In other words, a compromised machine may be instructed to distribute virus
spam in the hopes of generating more spam zombies that can be used to send the two
types of spam identified above.
Although existing filtering techniques can help distinguish discrepancies between
legitimate and spam e-mail content, such filtering techniques are not enough because
today’s spam being delivered by spam zombies are specifically designed to overcome
such solutions.

5.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we introduced our approach to detecting spam zombie behaviour.
Specifically, we captured packets from one of our mail filtering servers and classified
each packet stream into one of three categories: legitimate, spam and miscellaneous. We
then examined the spam streams and compared the SMTP transactional flow of these
streams with the five step model we introduced in the previous Chapter. Our analysis
shows discrepancies in the Session Initiation, Sending Server Identification and E-mail
Content steps of the model.
technique

that

uses

In the next Chapter, we will introduce a new filtering
machine

learning

to

exploit

these
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findings.

Chapter 6 :

Design Decisions

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we modeled legitimate mail server behaviour according to the five step
SMTP transactional model. In Chapter 5 we learned through experimentation that spam
zombies exhibit behavioural characteristics that deviate from the five step model.
Specifically, spam zombies were found to produce non-standard server identification
values and generate e-mail content that could be classified into one of three distinct
categories. We also noticed that some spam zombies deviated from the sequential five
step model by issuing valid SMTP commands at unusual times. In this Chapter, we take
a closer look at our findings from the previous Chapter and describe how these
observations were used when we designed our new filtering technique.

6.2 Design Considerations
Our goal is to develop a new spam filtering technique that can be integrated into an
existing anti-spam filtering solution to specifically detect spam zombie behaviour and
block mail from such sources. The process of designing such a technique requires an
understanding of legitimate mail server behaviour. This was presented in Chapter 4 as
the five step SMTP transactional model. In Chapter 5, we observed spam zombies in a
63
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live environment and described how their behaviour deviated from the five step SMTP
model. From our experimentation, we learned that there were three key aspects of the
SMTP transactional model where spam zombies clearly deviated from the five-step
model. Specifically, spam zombies produced non-standard server identification values,
their e-mail content was distinct from legitimate mail and in some instances, and SMTP
transactional flow did not follow the sequential five-step model. In this Chapter, we take
a closer look at these observations and describe our design decisions.

6.2.1 E-mail Content
In Chapter 5, our experimentation showed that e-mail content from spam zombies could
be classified into one of three distinct groups: image spam, scam spams and virus spams
[9] [60] [10]. Further to this classification, we developed a hypothesis to explain why
these classes of spam were the preferred choice of spam zombies.

Specifically, we

hypothesized that these spams were designed to pass through existing content filtering
techniques, produce new spam zombies and/or generate proven sources of revenue.
Although our classification provides useful information that can help detect spam
zombies, we note that in Chapter 3, spammers have proven their ability to evolve spam
content to overcome new filtering approaches. Consequently, we hypothesize that
developing a spam filtering technique to detect a specific class of e-mail content would
only be a temporary solution until spammers develop new content to bypass such a
filtering mechanism.
Furthermore, with legitimate e-mail encompassing a wide range of writing styles,
formatting, subject matter and languages, we conclude that finding a generalized
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legitimate e-mail content pattern from which we can use to continually distinguish all
legitimate e-mail content from spam content is not a feasible approach. Nonetheless, we
decided to use e-mail content analysis as a separate filtering layer on a multi-layer
filtering server, which also comprises our filtering technique, allowing us to isolate our
filtering technique for comparison purposes yet provide the added benefit of additional
filtering.

6.2.2 SMTP Transactional Flow
According to our five step SMTP transactional model described in Chapter 4, all SMTP
transactions should follow the following five steps in sequential order:
1. Session Initiation
2. Server to Server Identification
3. Sender Identification
4. Receiver Identification
5. E-mail Content.
However, as mentioned in Chapter 5, some spam zombies were caught deviating from
this five-step model by issuing legitimate commands at unusual times. For example, we
observed that some spam zombies had issued the RST command after the HELO
command, which exemplified behaviour that no legitimate mail server would ever need
to perform. However, since this type of activity is not against the RFC 821 and 2821
standards, it is possible that a legitimate mail server may exhibit such behaviour. For this
reason, we decided not to use this discrepancy as part of the design of our new filtering
technique.
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6.2.3 Server Identification module
According to the five step SMTP transactional model described in Chapter 4, a legitimate
mail server must identify itself to the receiving mail server with its fully qualified domain
name. If the server does not have a fully qualified domain name, then it may use an
address literal. In Chapter 5, we discovered that spam zombies either lie about their
identity or identify themselves using non-standard text that does not comply with our
five-step model.
With legitimate server identification being either a fully qualified domain name or an
address literal, it is possible to develop a generic pattern for such behaviour. Specifically,
we propose a machine-learning algorithm that is capable of learning the server
identification values of both legitimate mail servers and spam zombies. However, to
ensure that a spammer cannot easily overcome our machine learning technique, we
include additional checks in our approach. In particular, we prevent spam zombies from
forging fully qualified domain names by performing a reverse DNS look-up on their IP
address and verifying that their reverse DNS value matches the server identification value
they provided. We note that reverse DNS entries are typically the fully qualified domain
name of the IP address and are stored on a DNS supplied by either the user or their
service provider. In other words, it is non-trivial for an attacker to compromise a user’s
machine and alter their reverse DNS. We also prevent spam zombies from forging and
improperly using an address literal as its identification value by verifying that the sending
source is RFC 2821 compliant. Specifically, we verify that the source does not have a
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reverse DNS mapping and that the sending server IP address matches the IP address in
the address literal.

6.3 Machine learning
In this section, we look at machine learning algorithms that are capable of classifying
server identification values into two categories: legitimate mail and spam.

Such

algorithms will be trained with thousands of sets of identifier values where each value is
pre-classified according to one of the two groups.

Once training is complete, the

algorithm should be able to accurately and efficiently detect whether a server
identification value is from a spam source or not. Since training data are pre-labelled, we
will need a learning algorithm where training is performed by providing it with an input
value and a corresponding expected output. Such algorithms are known as supervised
learning algorithms and will be described in greater detail in the following sub-sections.

6.3.1 Supervised Learning
In supervised learning, the learning algorithm is trained with classified data for the
purposes of developing a classification function, which can be used for classifying
unknown data. Specifically, training data are first manually classified into groups. For
example, spam related learning algorithms are trained with two groups of classified data:
legitimate and spam. Next, the classified data are applied to the input of the learning
algorithm while its corresponding group label is used as the expected output. If the actual
output of the learning algorithm does not match the expected output, the weights
corresponding to each of the input values are adjusted using the algorithm described in
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Section 6.3.1.1. The weights are continually adjusted until the actual and expected
outputs are equal or a maximum number of iterations is exceeded.

This process is

referred to as supervised learning because the algorithm is learning a pre-determined
output for a set of inputs.
Once learning is complete, the learned model is cross validated against classified test
input. Specifically, each test input also has a corresponding expected output. Unlike the
training input however, the test input does not adjust the weight values of the learning
algorithm if the expected output does not match the actual output. As such, applying test
input on the learned model and examining its output, helps determine how well the model
learned the trained data and how well the system generalizes to new data.
One of the biggest challenges with supervised learning is gathering and preclassifying training data.

In particular, acquiring and classifying such a large set of

accurate data is often a difficult and tedious task. It is also important to ensure that the
training data are as close to the actual data for which the algorithm will be operating in.
With this in mind, we have developed an environment, described in Chapter 7, that can
provide us with large set of data as well as a means for classifying said data. In addition
to accuracy, we must also ensure that our machine-learning algorithm can efficiently
classify data without compromising e-mail delivery service.

Specifically, during our

experimentation, we measured the number of rejected incoming SMTP connections to
our filtering server to determine the impact our filtering technique has to e-mail delivery
service.

Rejecting SMTP transactions for performance reasons was considered

unacceptable. An incoming connection is rejected when our filtering server does not have
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the processing capability to accommodate the incoming request.

To meet our

processing efficiency requirement whereby incoming SMTP connections are not rejected,
we limit our analysis of supervised learning to one of the simplest of architectures, a
single perceptron.

In other words, we selected the single perceptron over more

sophisticated algorithms such as multi-layered neural networks and Bayesian learning for
performance reasons. Through experimentation described in Chapter 7, we were able to
find learning parameters for the single perceptron that produced high blocking rates and
that did not reject any incoming SMTP requests.

6.3.1.1 Single Perceptron - General Overview
The perceptron, as illustrated in Figure 6-1, consists of a neuron having a set number of
inputs with corresponding weights, which are used to calculate the most likely
classification of data.
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Figure 6-1: Single Perceptron Architecture
As shown in Figure 6-1, each input is multiplied by a corresponding weight and
applied to the input of the neuron. The neuron then computes the sum of all its inputs
and then applies the sum to an activation function to determine an output value. The
activation function can be a linear or non-linear function.

One problem with linear

activation functions is that they can only solve problems where the solution is linearly
separable. Non-linear activation functions face the same limitation where they represent
only ‘soft’ linear separators [63]. For example, the XOR function is a function that is not
linearly separable and as a result, cannot be solved by a perceptron with a linear or non
linear activation function. However, despite this shortcoming, perceptrons provide an
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advantage where they can fit to any linearly separable set via a simple learning
algorithm.

In particular, by using the non-linear sigmoid function as our activation

function, our learning can be formulated as an optimization search in weight space, also
known as the gradient descent algorithm, which is described in Equation 6-2. As such, in
our example, we will use a non-linear sigmoid function as our activation function and
specifically describe what role it performs in training the perceptron.

Training
When using a non-linear activation function, the perceptron is able to employ a gradient
method for training where the goal is to adjust the weights to reduce the error between the
expected and actual outputs.

Specifically, the true gradient is evaluated on a set of

training example and the weights for each input are adjusted accordingly until a stopping
condition is met.
In order to train the network, a corpus of pre-classified data is provided as input to the
system.

For each set of inputs, an output value will result.

An error value is

subsequently computed by using the sum of squares error equation, which is presented as
equation 6-1 below [61]:

£(®)=^Z e . C . - s W )3
^ i=1

Equation 6-1: Mean Square Output Error
The gradient descent method is able to reduce the squared error output of Equation 61 [62] by calculating the partial derivative of the mean square output error equation with
respect to each weight. We note that we are able to perform a partial derivative of
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equation 6-1 because we are using a sigmoid function as our activation function where
the sigmoid function is differentiable. A high level overview of the gradient descent
algorithm follows.
For a single perceptron with weights w, perceptron output y, activation function g and
activation function output z, we use the following algorithm by applying training example
t to each input xl,x2,x3x4 where t e Z4 [63].
Algorithm:
For each trainin g example t, do:
n

y = Tia)xj[t]
j=0

z = g(y)
£ = y [ t] - z
0)j+1 = 0)j +aeg(y)xj[t]

[62] where

( is the learning rate.

Iterate until s topping condition met.

Equation 6-2: Gradient Descent Algorithm
w here

#(}>) = 7----------r

v '

(1+ry)

Equation 6-3: Sigmoid Activation Function
where

g =g( l ~g)

Equation 6-4: Derivative of Sigmoid Activation Function
The gradient descent algorithm is described as Equation 6-2 and uses Equations 6-3
and 6-4.

In Equation 6-2, we start by simply calculating the sum (i.e. y) of all the

perceptron’s inputs multiplied by their corresponding weight. In Equation 6-3, we take
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the output y value from Equation 6-2 and apply it to the activation function g. Using
the activation output value g(y) we computed in Equation 6.3, we go back to Equation 6.2
and compare the computed output with the expected output. The difference between the
expected output and the actual output is stored in the £ variable. Next, we calculate the
weight adjustment value.

This weight adjustment equation is the partial derivative of

Equation 6-1. We note that this equation makes use of a learning rate, which dictates
how quickly the network converges and as a result, we must use caution when selecting a
learning rate. For example, if the learning rate is too large then the existing weights are
overtaken by the delta values. However, if the learning rate is too small (close to 0) then
the algorithm takes a long time to converge. As a final step to the gradient descent
algorithm, we repeat the previous steps of the algorithm until a stopping criterion is met.
Specifically, we stop once we reach a maximum number of iterations or our output
matches our expected output.
Further motivation for using the single perceptron comes from [35] where the
perceptron was used as a proven means for classifying information in the e-mail domain.
We note that the reasons for using a perceptron in [35] align with our simple and efficient
design objectives from the previous section and as a result, our filtering technique will be
designed to use a single perceptron to distinguish spam zombies from legitimate mail
servers. We note that the difference between [35] and our technique is that in [35],
training is not performed continuously and in real time whereas it is in ours.
Furthermore, [35] uses static rule sets as its inputs whereas we do not use such rule sets
for our inputs.
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6.4 Architecture
Our spam filtering technique is integrated with an existing corporate spam filtering
solution. The integration of our new filtering with the existing filtering solution is
illustrated in Figure 6-2.

New SMTP Transaction
New Filtering
SMTP Transaction (Fail layer 1a)
Layer 1a: Perceptron Module

SMTP Transaction Pass Layer 1a)
SMTP Transaction (Fail Layer 1b)
Layer 1b: Reverse DNS Module
SMTP Transaction ’Pass Layer 1b)
Existing Filtering
SMTP Transaction (Fail Layer 2)

Layer 2 : Content Filtering
Corporate Policies
(Pass Layer 2)
I ...
SMTP
II,,,,,--PTransaction
.,____I__,

SMTP Transaction (Fail layer 3)
Layer 3: SpamAssassin

SMTP Transaction (Pass Layer 3)
Rejected
Accepted

Figure 6-2: Integration of Filtering Techniques
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In Figure 6-2, our filtering technique is the first of three filtering layers of the
corporate filtering solution. Each of the three layers must be passed sequentially in order
for the filtering server to relay the message to the intended recipient. The first layer,
identified as layer 1 in Figure 6-2, is our perceptron module, which determines whether
the sending server’s identification value is considered legitimate or illegitimate. If the
value is considered illegitimate, our technique rejects the SMTP transaction. If however,
the value is considered legitimate then the SMTP transaction is then checked against our
Reverse DNS module, identified as layer lb in Figure 6-2. In the Reverse DNS module,
we query the reverse DNS of the sending server to verify that the sending server’s
identification value is consistent with RFC 2821. If the value is inconsistent with RFC
2821 then the Reverse DNS module rejects the transaction. The main purpose behind the
Reverse DNS module is to prevent spammers from simply forging server identification
values to overcome layer la.
If however, the server identification value is considered legitimate by the perceptron
and reverse DNS module then two events occur. First, we check to see if the sending
server’s IP address is listed in the Spamhaus list. If the sending server’s IP address is
listed then we set our perceptron’s expected output to indicate SPAM (i.e. 1) and train
our perceptron to learn that the server identification value is indicative of spam zombie
behavior. We note that the Spamhaus list does not perform any filtering in our integrated
server and is simply used as a means to train our perceptron of spam zombie server
identification values.
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In addition to the Spamhaus list lookup, our SMTP transaction is sequentially
scanned against the second (i.e. content filtering) and third (i.e. spamassassin) layers of
spam filtering, identified as layers 2 and 3 respectively in Figure 2.

If the SMTP

transaction is able to pass both the second and third layers and the sending server’s IP
address was not listed in the Spamhaus list, we then set the expected output of our
perceptron to NON-SPAM (i.e. 0). Using said expected output, we then train our
perceptron to learn that the server identification value that we received is not indicative of
spam zombie behaviour. It should be noted that using the Spamhaus list to label the
training data will have some errors in it. For example, new spam zombies that are not
listed on the Spamhaus list and are able to get their spam through the additional layers of
filtering of our filtering system (i.e. Layers lb, 2, and 3), as shown in Figure 2, could be
mislabelled by our training algorithm as NON-SPAM and used in the training set. The
presumption is that these cases should be rare or outliers and the general training data
labels will be correct. The single layer perceptron training should therefore not be terribly
influenced by these errors.
In the following sub-sections, we will describe the architecture of layers la and lb of
Figure 6-2.

6.4.1 Layer la: Perceptron Module
In layer la, of Figure 6-2, a single perceptron is used to learn and predict spam zombie
server identification values. A flow-chart for our perceptron module illustrating how the
perceptron works from a high level perspective is presented in Figure 6-3 and described
in detail below. We note that the perceptron module is broken up into three main areas.
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The first area is called ‘loading’ and is responsible for creating a new perceptron
object, loading its weight values and generating its inputs. The second area is called
‘decision making’ where based on the given inputs, the perceptron must decide whether
to accept or reject the current SMTP transaction. The third area is called ‘training’,
which is responsible for training the perceptron to learn good and bad server
identification values. We note that the training module is purposely positioned after the
decision module so that we can continuously re-train our perceptron in real-time based
upon the outcome of the Spamhaus list [6] query and other filtering layers on the filtering
server.

More detail on each of the three sections is described in the following sub

sections.
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Figure 6-3: Information Flow of Perceptron Module
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6.4.1.1 Loading
The purpose of the loading portion of the algorithm is to create a new perceptron object,
initialize its weight values and convert the provided input into a corresponding numeric
array reference that can be used by the learn and run functions. Specifically, in Step 1 of
Figure 6-3, the algorithm is provided with the sending server’s identification value as its
input and parses the input into sub-domains, using the ‘ ’ as a delimiter. For example, a
server identification value of
separate terms

sta tic.m ai i . e x a m p i e . c o m

static, mail, example

stored in an index file called
corresponding numeric value.
static . m a i l .e x a m p l e .com

and

com.

crunches

would be parsed into four

In Step 2, each sub domain term is then

on the filtering server and assigned a

For example, the server identification of

could be indexed as 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Next, in Step 3, we create a new perceptron object and initialize it with pre-defined
weights, learning rate and maximum iteration count. The pre-defined weights for each
input of the perceptron is stored on a file called

weights

on the filtering server and are

the most recent weights used by the last perceptron object. The learning rate was defined
as the parameter a in Equation 6-2. The maximum iteration count variable is used to
prevent our perceptron from spending a long period of time training a given set of input,
which could affect performance of our filtering technique.

We note that in order to

perform on-line learning, we must create a new perceptron object for each SMTP
transaction and preserve the weight values of the most recently learned training example.
Once we have completed Step 3 of Figure 6-3, our perceptron is ready to either learn or
make a decision. We describe both options in the subsequent sub-sections.
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6.4.1.2 Decision Making
The decision making portion of our algorithm is called after a new perceptron is created.
In Step 4 of Figure 6-3 we apply the numeric values of each sub domain from the server
identification value to the inputs of the perceptron.
In Step 6, the algorithm calculates the net-sum for the perceptron and subsequently
applies the net-sum value to a sigmoid activation function to calculate the output. This
output value is then used to determine whether the server identification value is to be
accepted. Specifically, if the output value is below the decision threshold of the sigmoid
activation function (i.e. 0.5) then the SMTP transaction is able to get through our
perceptron filtering and is subsequently verified against layer lb, the Reverse DNS check
layer. If however, the output value is above the decision threshold value, the SMTP
transaction is blocked.

6.4.1.3 Training
The training portion is executed after the creation of a new perceptron and after the
perceptron’s decision module and reverse DNS module have decided that the current
sending server provided a legitimate server identification value.
The training algorithm begins by determining whether the sending server’s IP address
is listed in the Spamhaus list. As previously mentioned, the Spamhaus list is designed to
list the IP addresses that are sending spam through illegal third party exploits, in other
words, spam zombies. In Step 6, if the sending server’s IP address is on the Spamhaus
list then we set the expected output of our perceptron to ‘1’ to indicate that the sending
server is a known malicious host. If however, the sending server is not listed in the
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Spamhaus list then we proceed to the final 2 layers of filtering on the filtering server.
If the current SMTP transaction passes the final two layers of filtering and the sending
server’s IP address was not listed in the Spamhaus list, then in Step 6, we set the expected
output of our perceptron to ‘0’ to indicate that the sending server is likely to be trusted.
To train the perceptron, we run through Steps 7 and 8 of Figure 6-3. Step 9 indicates
that we repeat steps 7 to 8 until a stopping criterion is met. Once a stopping criterion is
met, training is complete. Our stopping criterion occurs when the perceptron output
equals the expected output or a maximum number of iterations has elapsed.

6.4.2 Layer lb: Reverse DNS Check Module
The Reverse DNS module was referred to as layer lb in Figure 6-1 and is the second
filtering layer of our filtering server. A high level overview of the module is illustrated in
the flowchart in Figure 6-4. A detailed description of each step follows.
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Figure 6-4: Information Flow of Reverse DNS Module
As illustrated in Figure 6-4, our filtering system will only execute our reverse DNS
module if the SMTP transaction being analyzed has passed our perceptron module (i.e.
layer la).
Our reverse DNS module begins with Step 1 in Figure 6-4 where the module
performs a DNS query for the sending server’s IP address. Specifically, the query will
look for the reverse DNS record (PTR record) of the sending server. Details on how to
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perform a reverse DNS query can be found in [67]. If the reverse DNS query did not
respond with a value due to a query failure, then it is inconclusive as to whether the
source is potentially legitimate or not and as such, the code exits our technique and
proceeds to the next layer of filtering. If however, the sending server does not have a
reverse DNS record and an n x d o m a in error message was returned, then we know that no
reverse DNS mapping exists for the sending server’s IP address and code. At this point,
our reverse DNS module then proceeds to Step 2. In Step 2, the reverse DNS module
verifies that the sending server behaviour was consistent with our SMTP transactional
model by specifying an address literal as its server identification value. Specifically, our
code compares the sending server’s IP address with the identification value the sending
server specified. If there is no match then the SMTP transaction is rejected and if there is
a match then the code exits our technique and proceeds to the next layer of filtering in the
anti-spam server. If however, a reverse DNS mapping exists, then the code proceeds to
Step 3, which will compare the reverse DNS value with the server’s identification value
to determine whether the two match. If there is no match then the SMTP transaction is
rejected and if there is a match then the code exits our technique and proceeds to the next
layer of filtering of our filtering server.

6.5 Implementation
In this section we will provide details to explain how the perceptron and reverse DNS
modules were implemented. Specifically, for the perceptron module, we provide specific
details to describe the perceptron architecture used and explain how each of the three
main areas: load, train and decision-making were implemented. For the reverse DNS
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module, we explain how the queries were performed and how decision-making was
implemented.

6.5.1 Layer la: Perceptron Module
The architecture of the perceptron that we used is illustrated in Figure 6-5. Specifically,
we used a single perceptron with four input values and a single output. Each input value
is a numeric representation of a domain level term of the sending server’s identification
value and the output value is produced by a sigmoid activation function. We selected
four inputs because we assumed that most legitimate fully qualified domain names have
at most four domain level terms [64], We note that a bias input, shown as input xo in
Figure 6-1, was not included in our perceptron because with the exception of a rare
circumstance where the first four terms of a server’s identification value are the 0th term
of our index file, all four inputs will not be zero at the same time. More detail with
regards to our index file will be provided in Section 6.5.1.1.
We also used a perceptron with a sigmoid function as our activation function for two
reasons. First, the sigmoid function is non-linear and allows our perceptron to solve
slightly more complex problems using a ‘soft’ linear boundary instead of a solid linear
boundary in the solution space. The second reason why we chose the sigmoid function
over other non-linear functions is that the sigmoid function is differentiable, allowing us
to utilize the gradient descent training method described in Section 6.3.1.1. By using the
sigmoid as the activation function, we were able to use the sigmoid decision boundary of
0.5 and ensure that our activation output was between the values of 0 and 1. In our
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implementation, a value greater than or equal to 0.5 represented spam and a value
below 0.5 represents legitimate mail.
The source code for our perceptron was written in the Perl programming language
where the original source code was obtained from CP AN

(n e t : :a i : : p e r c eptr o n )

[65]

but was heavily modified to suit our needs.
In the following sub-sections, we explain how each of the three areas described in the
perceptron module architecture section 6.3.1.1 was implemented.
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Figure 6-5: Implementation of Single Layer Perceptron
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6.5.1.1 Loading
The loading portion of our algorithm illustrated in Figure 6-3, was implemented in two
parts. The first part, which we will refer to as ‘load’, consists of loading pre-specified
values into a newly created perceptron object. The second portion, which we will refer to
as inputs, focuses on converting the server identification value into numeric inputs, which
can be applied to the inputs of our perceptron.

Load
When the filtering server receives an SMTP connection from a sending server, the load
function is initiated. This function creates a new instance of our perceptron object with
default features. Specifically, it creates a new perceptron object with 4 inputs, a default
learning rate and an empty weight vector. The default learning rate is determined via
experimentation, which will be described in Section 7.3.
Next, the load function reads a text file on the filtering server called

weights

said file stores the most recent weight values of our weight vector. A sample

where

weights

file is presented in Appendix B.
The load function parses each line of the weight file and only extracts the weight
values, located on the right hand side of each line. These values are stored as the weight
vector for the newly created perceptron object. At this point, we now have an up-to-date
perceptron and are ready for further training or decision-making.

Inputs
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As the filtering server and the sending server engage in an SMTP transaction, our
technique waits for the sending server’s identification value. Once this identification
value is received, our code breaks up the first four left-most domain-level values of the
server identification value. For each domain level value, our code scans through a file
called

crunches

on the filtering server, which is an index of the all the values seen thus

far. If the value already exists, then the code returns the associated index for that value.
If however, the value does not exist then the code adds the value to the
creates a new index value for the domain-level value.
crunches

crunches

file and

The index returned from the

file is used to numerically represent the sending server’s identification value

and provided as input to our perceptron.
In

the

example

below,

D 9 9 H 3R 51.hsd l.in. comcas t.net
comcast.

the

server

identification

is broken up into four terms:

Our code then looks up each of these terms in the

value

D99H3R51, hsdl, in

crunches

of
and

file and if there is

a match then the index of the corresponding value is assigned to that term. For example,
a scan through the

crunches

file, presented in Appendix B, determined that

comcast

was

already assigned a value of 121 and as a result our code assigned said value to said term.
Similarly,

hsdl

was already assigned a value 119 and

D99H3R51

however was not found in the

crunches

in

assigned a value 2. The term

file and as such was assigned the next

available index value of 160.
o

[2007.03.10

18:25:31]

(111)

Crunched

term:

D99H3R51

Crunc h e d

value:

160
o

[2007.03.10

18:25:31]

(111)

Crunch ed term:

hsdl Cr unc h e d value:
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o

[2007.03.10

18:25:31]

(111)

Crunche d term: in C r u nched value:

2

o

[2007.03.10

18:25:31]

(111)

Crunc hed term: comcast C r u n ched value:

121

As described in Section 4.3, spam filtering occurs in Step 5 of the five step
transactional model and as a result, we were

able to

examine the body of the above-

mentioned SMTP transaction. From our analysis, we were able to determine that the
message was indeed spam and as such, expected that our perceptron would generate an
output that would indicate as such. Specifically, we expected an output of 1 and cross
validated our perceptron by verifying that the output logs produced a score of ‘1’ for this
particular SMTP transaction.
o

[2007.03.10

18:25:31]

(111)

HELO

of

D 99H3R5 1.hsdl.in.comcast.net.

p r o duc ed a score of 1

A similar cross-validation test was performed for the SMTP transaction with the
server identification value of tag.bestbuy.com.
o

[2007.03.10 18:26:45]

(162) C r u nched

o

[2007.03.10 18:26:45] (162)

Crunc h e d

term: tag6 C runc h e d value:
term:

b e st buy

222

Crunched

value:

223
o

[2007.03.10 18:26:45]

(162) Crunch ed

term:

o

[2007.03.10 18:26:45]

(162) C r u n ched

term:

com C r u n c h e d value:
Cru nched value:

5

0

Again, by examining the body of the corresponding SMTP transaction, we were able
to determine that the message was not spam and as such, expected that our perceptron
would generate an output that would indicate as such.

Specifically, we expected an

output of ‘0 ’ and cross validated our perceptron by verifying that the output logs
produced a score of ‘O’ for this particular SMTP transaction.
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o

[2007.03.10

18:26:45]

(162)

HELO

of

tag6 . b e s t b u y . c o m

produced

a

score of 0

Decision Making
In the decision making stage, the load function is called to create a new perceptron object
with the latest weight values. The server identification value is then parsed into four
terms and scanned against an indexing file called
numeric value for each term.

crunches

to determine a corresponding

Each of these numeric values is then fed into our

perceptron, which uses the sigmoid function as its activation function. The properties of
the sigmoid function causes our output to be restricted between 0 and 1 where 0.5 is the
decision boundary such that values above and below that threshold present a different
decision. Specifically, if the perceptron determines that the identification value produces
an output less than the decision boundary of 0.5, we then consider the value to be
legitimate and the reverse DNS module is initiated and if the reverse DNS check passes
then we prepare our perceptron for potential incremental training which will be described
in Section 6.5.1.2.
In contrast, if the identification value produces an output greater or equal to 0.5 then
the SMTP transaction is rejected.

When an SMTP transaction is rejected by the

perceptron, the rejection is labeled as

bad

h elo

so

that when generating metrics in

Chapter 7 to determine the effectiveness of our filtering technique, we simply parse the
logs for such label.
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6.5.1.2 Training
Stochastic Gradient
Our perceptron employs a stochastic gradient method for training, where the true gradient
is evaluated on a single training example and the weights adjusted accordingly until a
stopping condition is met. In other words, for each server identification training value,
the perceptron continuously uses said value as its input until it either generates the
desired output or reaches a pre-specified maximum number of iterations.

Such pre

specified maximum number of iterations was determined by experimentation and
described in greater detail in Section 7.3.

At each iteration, an error and weight

adjustment value are computed by comparing the actual output value with the expected
output value using the formula described in equations 6-2 to 6-4.
Once the weight adjustment value is computed, the actual weight values are then
adjusted. Upon updating the weights, the same training server identification value is used
as input to the perceptron and the corresponding output is computed. If the actual output
and the expected output do not equal then the weights are adjusted again. This process
continuously iterates until the algorithm is able to generate an output equal to the
expected output or the maximum number of iterations is reached. Since a new perceptron
is created for each SMTP connection and stochastic gradient is used, we must preserve
learned weight values after each training example.

This is performed by the save

function which will be described in the next sub-section.
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In contrast, we note that standard gradient descent cycles through a set of training
examples until a stopping condition is met, where each cycle through the set of training
examples is called an epoch. We elected to use a stochastic gradient descent due to our
large training corpus and because stochastic gradient descents are must faster than
standard gradient descent [62].
In terms of training, if the sending server’s IP address is listed in the Spamhaus list,
the perceptron code from our filtering technique takes the server identification value and
trains our perceptron to learn that that particular input corresponds to spam zombie
behaviour. If however, the sending server IP address is not listed in the Spamhaus list
and its SMTP connection is able to pass through all three layers of filtering then our
training code takes the server identification value and trains our perceptron to learn that
that particular input corresponds to a legitimate mail source. Consequently, by
continuously training our perceptron in a real-time environment in the manner described
above, we were able to generalize the Spamhaus list as illustrated in Section 7.7.1.

Save
Once training is complete, the save function is called to save the weights of our
perceptron in the text file called

weights

as described in Section 6.5.1.1. We do this

because each time our filtering server receives an incoming SMTP connection, our
filtering technique is called and we must then create a new perceptron object. To ensure
that we preserve the training we’ve done thus far, we save all trained weight values in a
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separate file called

w e ig h ts

where said weight values can be assigned to the

corresponding weight array reference of the new perceptron object.

6.5.2 Layer lb: Reverse DNS Check Module
The reverse DNS module is written in Perl and makes use of the

net:

:d n s : :R eso lv er

module [66]. This module first determines whether there is a reverse DNS entry for the
sending server’s IP address. If a reverse DNS entry exists, then the code compares the
reverse DNS value with the value that the sending server identified itself as. If the two
values match then we can proceed to potentially training the perceptron but if they do not
match then the transaction is rejected because the transaction conflicts with our five-step
model where the sending server failed to use its fully qualified domain name as its
identification value. We label this rejection in our logs as bad

rdns.

If a reverse DNS entry does not exist then our code receives the response

n x d o m a in

and the server should have identified itself as an address literal. In such circumstances,
the reverse DNS code will verify that an address literal was provided by the sender and
that the IP address of the address literal matches the IP address of the sending server. If
the two match then we can proceed to potentially training the perceptron but if they do
not, then the transaction is rejected because the transaction conflicts with our five-step
model where the sending server failed to use its IP address as an address literal as its
identification value. We label this rejection in our logs as ba d

nxdom ain.

Finally, if our reverse DNS module cannot determine whether the sending server’s IP
address has a reverse DNS then we proceed to training the perceptron since a reverse
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DNS failure is inconclusive as to whether one exists or not. One reason why our
module might not be able to determine a sending server’s reverse DNS is that the sending
server’s DNS is down or there is a problem with the network [67].

6.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we presented a high level overview of the design decisions of our
new filtering technique along with its implementation details. Our filtering technique is
based upon our findings from Chapter 5 where server identification values from
legitimate mail servers can be generalized into either a fully qualified domain name or an
address literal. Using this observation, we developed a filtering technique that uses a
perceptron learning algorithm to learn both legitimate server identification values and
spam zombie identification values. To prevent forging as a means to overcome such
filtering, we have included a reverse DNS function that ensures that the sending server is
not lying about its identification. In the next Chapter, we will present results of our new
filtering technique when used in a large corporate environment.
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Chapter 7:

Training and Experimentation

7.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we examine the effectiveness of our filtering technique by comparing it
against some of the filtering techniques described in Chapter 3. We start by describing
the live corporate mail-filtering environment that we used for our testing as well as the
configurations and processes that we implemented to allow us to gather useful metrics.
We then illustrate how our filtering technique was trained to learn spam zombie
behaviour and describe how it was comparatively tested against other techniques. We
conclude by presenting and analyzing the results from our tests where the results include
the number of SMTP transactions correctly and incorrectly blocked by each technique as
well as generic characteristics of spam zombies that can assist us in our future work. We
use these observations in the next Chapter where we discuss future work and present an
overall conclusion to our thesis.

7.2 Test Environment
The test environment used to test our filtering technique is illustrated in Figure 7-1 where
two live production inbound mail filtering server (i.e. Server 1 and Server 2), located in
the de-militarized zone (DMZ) of a corporate network, were responsible for filtering mail
94
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for a large corporate domain comprising over 35,000 distinct e-mail accounts. Also
located in the corporate DMZ was a DNS-based blacklist that the inbound mail servers
could use for performing DNS blacklist queries. The reason for positioning our filtering
server in the DMZ is to minimize the number of routers and firewalls that a sending
server would need to go through in order to engage in an SMTP conversation with the
filtering server to prevent delivery performance issues.

Specifically, each screening

router and firewall adds additional delay to the processing of an SMTP transaction and by
minimizing the number of said devices along the path from sending server to filtering
server, we reduce the odds of a third party bottleneck affecting mail delivery service.

Internal Network

inbound
Mail Server 1

Internal
Mail
Server

Sending Server
Firewall

Inbound Mail
Server 2

Recipient
Client
Internal DNS
Blacklist

Figure 7-1: E-mail Test Environment
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According to our test configuration illustrated in the figure above, a sending server
would connect to one of our inbound servers via a screening router located at the
perimeter of our DMZ. The purpose of the screening router is to provide a port blocking
means to filter inbound traffic where in this case, the screening router is configured to
allow SMTP traffic.

As a result, the sending server is able to perform an SMTP

transaction with one of the corporate inbound mail filtering server.

During the

transaction, the mail filtering server may decide to either discard the message or allow it
into the internal network. Specifically, our filtering server was designed to initiate and
conduct filtering just before the very end of the SMTP transaction or in other words, after
Step 5 of the five-step transaction model as described in Section 4.3. If the message is
discarded then a

550

reject message is sent from the receiving server to the sending

server to inform the sending server of the failure.

If the message was allowed, the

inbound mail filtering server then initiates a new SMTP transaction with the internal mail
server, which then receives and stores the message on disk allowing the recipient’s client
to retrieve the message.
Both Server 1 and Server 2 used three layers of filtering as shown in Figure 7-2. We
note that Server 2 was the original filtering server that we traditionally use to filter mail
for our corporate domain while Server 1 was a customized version of Server 2.
Specifically, our technique was implemented as Layer 1 on Server 1. In comparison, the
Spamhaus list was used as Layer 1 on Server 2. This is illustrated in Figure 7-2, which
shows the three layers of filtering for the first and second inbound filtering servers.
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Filter 1

Layer 1a: Perceptron Module
Layer 1b: Reverse DNS Module

Layer 1; Spamhaus Blacklist

Existing Filtering
Layer 2: Content Filtering Corporate Policies

Layer 2: Content Filtering Corporate Policies

Layer 3: SpamAssassin

Layer 3: SpamAssassin

Figure 7-2: Filtering Layers of Filtering Servers
The second layer of Servers 1 and 2 used in our test environment comprised of a
simple content-based filter designed to enforce corporate policies. This second layer was
added for corporate security purposes. The third filtering layer was a default
SpamAssassin 3 (Apache) [34] engine with a threshold value set at 6.2, which was
determined through additional experimentation. Since the focus of this thesis is on our
filtering technique we do not provide additional details about how we determined the 6.2
threshold level for our filter.
Both filtering servers were implemented such that each SMTP transaction would be
filtered against each filtering layer in sequential order.

Specifically, each SMTP

transaction would be filtered against the first layer first and if that layer did not flag the
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transaction then the transaction would be examined against the second layer and so on.
Correspondingly, if the first layer filtering flagged an SMTP transaction as spam then the
transaction would be rejected and the subsequent layers of filtering would not get applied
to that particular transaction. As such, the second layer of filtering on the first server did
not impact the filtering effectiveness of our filtering technique.

7.3 Determining Parameter Values
We conducted experiments in our test environment to determine the preferred learning
rate and maximum iteration number that we should use for our perceptron.

We

conducted our experiment in the above mentioned environment on a single filtering
server using a combination of three distinct learning rates and three distinct maximum
iteration counts. In particular, we were interested in seeing the effect of having one large,
medium and low learning rate and maximum iteration count value.
From Equation 6-2, we can see that a larger learning rate will create larger adjustment
values, which will drastically alter the output after each iteration but will also make it
more difficult to narrow in on the weight values that will result in an output equal to the
expected output.

We can also see that a smaller learning rate results in smaller

incremental changes to the weight values but can help us narrow in on the values that will
result in the output equaling the expected output. Furthermore, due to the complexity of
our problem of distinguishing legitimate from illegitimate server identification values and
our large continuous sample space, we hypothesized that more iterations would be
needed to find the desired weight values.
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We tested each combination for ten minutes where prior to each experiment, we
cleaned the

weights

and

crunches

files to ensure that each experiment was not

influenced by previous experiments. Our experiment was limited to ten-minute intervals
because we were testing our technique in a live corporate environment and had to ensure
that we did not degrade service to our employees. We elected to use the production
servers of our corporate environment instead of a test server because the volume of
SMTP transactions that we receive on the production servers far surpasses any volume
that we could have achieved using our test servers. In other words, the volume on our
production servers accurately represented the type of volume we would eventually want
to expose our filtering technique to. Our experimentation is shown on Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Experiment - Determining Perceptron Parameters

Perceptron
Perceptron max
learning rate iterations
0.8
1,000

layer la:
BAD
HELO
blockings
66

layer lb:
BAD
RDNS
blockings
120

layer lb:
BAD
NXDOMAIN
blockings
60

layer 2:
content
filtering
blockings
10

layer 3:
SpamAssassin E-mails
blockings blocked
3
259

0.5

1,000

18

126

37

5

1

188

0.2

1,000

10

172

45

5

1

239

0.8

10,000

131

2

3

3

2

147

0.5

10,000

106

94

32

8

1

238

0.2

10,000

41

126

48

9

2

223

0.8

100,000

80

0

0

38

1

95

0.5

100,000

89

0

0

2

1

92

0.2

100,000

71

0

0

9

0

72
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100
Perceptron
learning rate
0.8

Perceptron max E-mails
iterations
passed
1,000
123

%E-mails blocked %E-mails blocked SMTP requests
by first layer
by all three layers rejected
95.57%
0
74.59%

0.5

1,000

102

97.29%

71.67%

0

0.2

1,000

111

97.75%

73.70%

0

0.8

10,000

84

97.10%

78.68%

0

0.5

10,000

102

96.62%

79.06%

0

0.2

10,000

133

95.68%

72.29%

0

0.8

100,000

36

83.41%

86.42%

134

0.5

100,000

1

98.84%

99.43%

77

0.2

100,000

5

92.19%

96.24%

94

We note from Table 7-1 that a larger number of iterations resulted in better overall
blocking rates.

Specifically, a maximum iteration count of 100,000 resulted in an

average overall blocking rate of 94.03%, a maximum iteration count of 10,000 resulted in
an average overall blocking rate of 76.68% while a maximum iteration count of 1,000
using the same learning rate resulted in an average overall blocking rate of 73.32%.
However, we note that using a high number of maximum iteration counts requires
further processing for each SMTP transaction, which means less processing for additional
transactions.

From our results, we can see that a 100,000 maximum iteration count

resulted in an average of 101.7 incoming connections being rejected whereas the 1,000
and 10,000 maximum iteration counts resulted in no incoming connections being
rejected.
With respect to the learning rate, we note that a higher learning rate combined with a
smaller maximum iteration count resulted in our perceptron module blocking more
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connections. Specifically, a learning rate of 0.8 with a maximum iteration count of
1,000 produced 48 more perceptron-based blocks than a learning rate of 0.5 with the
same maximum iteration count.

Similarity, a learning rate of 0.8 with a maximum

iteration count of 10,000 produced 25 more perceptron-based blocks than a learning rate
of 0.5 with the same maximum iteration count. We also note that a learning rate of 0.8
with a maximum iteration count of 10,000 was the combination that produced the highest
blocking rate of 97.10% by our filtering technique without introducing any failures. We
note that in a live production environment, failures are unacceptable and to ensure that all
mail is delivered in a timely matter, we elected to use an iteration count that would block
the most mail but not reject incoming transactions. In other words, we elected to use a
perceptron with a learning rate of 0.8 with a maximum iteration count of 10,000.

7.4 Experimentation Setup
In our testing, we measured the effectiveness of our technique by developing a means to
track and record the total number of SMTP transactions blocked at each filtering lev el,
total number of SMTP transactions blocked, total number of SMTP transactions allowed,
total number of SMTP transactions mistakenly allowed (i.e. false negatives), and total
number of SMTP transactions mistakenly blocked (i.e. false positives) for each filtering
server. We describe how we were able to provide such means in the sections below.

7.4.1 Mail filtering server logs
In the previous section, we mentioned the need to track and record various events on each
mail-filtering server at each filtering level. To meet this need, we configured the two
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mail-filtering servers to generate logs for each event in an SMTP transaction.
Specifically, a detailed log event was created for each of the five steps in the five-step
SMTP transaction model. For example, the logs of all SMTP rejections and acceptances
include detailed information such as:
1. Disposition: Identifies whether the transaction was accepted or blocked.
2. Server ID: Specifies the sending server’s identification value.
3. Reason: Identifies the layer that blocked the SMTP transaction.
4. TCP/IP: Lists the IP address of the sending server.
5. Subject: Subject value used in the e-mail content portion of the transaction.
6. From: ‘From’ value used in the e-mail content portion of the transaction.
7. To: ‘To’ value used in the e-mail content portion of the transaction.
8. Date: Time stamp, in GMT, that identifies when the transaction was performed.
9. SessionID: Unique identifier to identify this particular transaction.

The format of such a log event is presented below:
Di sp ositio n:BLO CK
Server ID:

M018.iofferstar.com

Reason:

Layer 1 D N S B L : 66.154.113.12

TCP/IP:

66.154.113.12

Subject:

Save over $100 on Mineral Makeup!

9 piece kit only $49.95!

From:

"Simply C o s m e t i c s " < T H r e e @ i o f f e r s t a r .c o m >

To:

" r a n d o m @ e x a m p l e .c o m " < r a n d o m @ e x a m p l e .c o m >

Date:

2/5/2007 3:21:59 A M

SessionID: 1170673855.04009696
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We note that a log-parsing tool was created to parse the mail filtering server logs
to provide us with the metrics we present in the results section below. In the next two
sub-sections, we describe how these logs were used to identify and record false positives
and false negatives.

7.4.2 False Positive Process
To determine the number of false positives that result from each layer of filtering, we
implemented the in-line rejection means, described in Chapter 4, on both filtering servers
to detect and track false positives.

Specifically, when our filtering server flags a

particular SMTP transaction as spam, the sending server should receive a notification
informing them that the transaction was refused along with instructions on how they can
report it to the sending domain administrators as a false positive. In our test environment,
the instructions included a unique identifier identifying the blocked SMTP transaction
along with an unfiltered e-mail address that the report should be sent to. When a user
receives such a notification, they then simply forward it to the unfiltered address, which
bypasses all the filtering layers on both filtering servers and arrives in the mailbox of the
sending domain’s mail administrator.
When an administrator receives such a false positive report, he or she takes the
unique identifier and looks it up in the mail filtering logs, as described in the previous
sub-section, to determine which filtering layer the SMTP transaction was blocked by.
The administrator then records the false positive report as well as the filtering layer that it
was blocked by and subsequently takes the necessary steps to fix the problem. Fixing
includes either re-configuring the filtering layer that caused the block or maintaining
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existing configurations. We maintain existing configurations in situations such as
when the sender violates corporate policies. Since false positive values are dependent on
the sender reporting the error to us, it should be noted that the false positive values
produced in our experimentation may not reflect the true number of false positives. For
example, some senders may not bother to report the false positive error.

7.4.3 False Negative Process
The false negative collection came from end users who reported spams to us using a
software plug-in on the Microsoft Outlook e-mail client. Specifically, whenever a user
received spam, he or she would simply highlight the message and click the SPAM button
on their Microsoft Outlook client and the entire spam with full headers would then be
sent to an automated account, which would extract the headers and find the source IP
address that sent the spam to us and the time that the spam was sent. We would then
correlate this information with the source IP address and time stamp in the mail filtering
logs as described in sub-section 7.2.1 to determine the mail-filtering server that allowed
the unsolicited e-mail to get through. We record the total number of spams reported to us
by the false negative process to determine how much got through each server. Since false
negative values are dependent on the recipient reporting spam to us, it should be noted
that the false negative values produced in our experimentation may not reflect the true
number of false negatives. Specifically, some recipients may not bother to report the
spam to us and simply delete it. In other cases, the recipient may have reported a false
negative to us but did not include the header information, which is needed in order to
determine which of the two filtering servers let the particular spam through.
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7.5 Training
Our filtering technique was trained throughout the entire experimentation process in the
above-mentioned environment.

We elected to deploy a continuously learning model

because we anticipate spammers to counter this filtering technique by modifying the
behaviour of their zombies. By continuously learning the server identification values
generated by known spam sources, we hypothesize that our filtering technique will be
able to withstand most counter attacks.

7.6 Experimentation
In our experimentation, we tested both filtering systems in real-time for a 2 day period
using a perceptron with a learning rate of 0.8 and a maximum iteration count of 10,000
where both values were determined via experimentation defined above. We selected 2
days for our experimentation because we hypothesized that our technique would produce
better results on the second day than the first day. Specifically, the second day of testing
would have the added benefit of a full day of training that the first day did not have.
For each of these days, we present results for the two filtering systems. Specifically,
we detail the total number of SMTP transactions, the number of SMTP transactions
blocked by each of the filtering levels, the number of SMTP transactions passed, the total
number of SMTP transactions blocked, the percentage of SMTP transactions blocked by
layer la, the percentage of SMTP transactions blocked by layer 1 and the number of false
positives and false negatives. We provide results for each filtering server in Tables 7-2
and 7-3 below.
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Table 7-2: Results - Day 2 Statistics
Day 2

Total
Mail

Layer 1a:
BAD HELO

Server 1

40046

29631

1360

Server 2

67852

NA

NA

Day 2

Layer 1b: Layer 1b:
BAD
BAD
RDNS NXDOMAIN

Layer 1:
DNSBL

Layer 2:
Content

Layer 3:
SpamAssassin

736

NA

1721

546

NA

22526

2693

1624

% Blocked by

% Blocked by

Layer 1a

Layer 1

PASS BLOCK

False Positives False Negatives

5712

34334

92.4%

92.4%

0

0

Server 2 42633

25219

NA

89.3%

9

0

Server 1

Table 7-3: Results - Day 1 Statistics
Layer 1a: Layer 1b: Layer 1b:
BAD
BAD
BAD HELO
RDNS NXDOMAIN

Day1

Total
Mail

Server 1

48866

22088

5869

Server 2

35433

NA

NA

Day1
PASS BLOCK

Layer 1:
DNSBL

Layer 2:
Content

Layer 3:
SpamAssassin

2046

NA

1844

498

NA

20610

1755

1070

% Blocked by

% Blocked by

Layer 1a

Layer 1

False Positives False Negatives

Server 1 16521

32345

68.3%

92.8%

0

0

Server 2 13068

22365

NA

92.2%

0

0

7.7 Analysis
The results from Tables 7-2 and 7-3 validate our hypothesis stated in Section 7.6 in that
the second day resulted in a slightly higher blocking rate by our perceptron, identified as
layer la. The key columns in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 are the

%Bi ocked by
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%Biocked by

Layer

l.

The former column is calculated using Equation 7-1 and

only applies to the first server since the second sever does not use our filtering technique.
,
Layer 1a '.BADHELO
VcBlockbylay erla = ---------------------------BLOCK
Equation 7-1: Blocked by Layer la
Specifically, the
la

bad

helo

%Biocke d by

Layer

value is calculated by dividing the

la

Layer

column value by the total b l o c k column value.

The latter column,

%Bi ocked

by

Layer

l,

is calculated by dividing all blocks

performed by layer 1 by the total number of blocks. Specifically, for server 1, we used
Equation 7-2 by dividing the sum of
Layer lb: BAD N S D OMAIN

y

layer

la

bad

helo,

Layer

lb:

bad

rdns

and

by the Column BLOCK.

^ ia e r \ _ Layer la + Layer lb : BAD RDNS +Layer lb : BADNXSDOMAIN
oc y a y e r BLOCK
Equation 7-2: Blocked by Layer 1 (Server 1)
Whereas with server 2, we used Equation 7-3 by dividing the

Layer

l:

dnsbl

column value by the total b l o c k e d column.
Layer 1 DNSBL
% Blockbylay erl —--------------------BLOCK
Equation 7-3: Blocked by Layer 1 (Server 2)
We note the

Layer

l :d n s b l

column does not apply to server 1 because it does not

use the DNSBL as its first layer of filtering.
Despite the limitations of the perceptron, as mentioned in Section 6.3.1.1, our
perceptron-based filtering technique performed very well.

Specifically, as shown in
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tables 7-2 and 7-3, our perceptron blocked 68.3% of all blocked mail on the first day
and blocked 92.4% of all blocked mail on the second day. We also note that on the
second day, the entire first layer of filtering on the first server produced better overall
blocking results than the first layer of filtering on the second server. Specifically, our
filtering technique combined for a total blocking percentage of 92.4% whereas the
DNSBL on the second server accounted for 89.3% of all blocking. We note that the large
input domain combined with the stopping criteria made both seperability and
performance a non-issue. Furthermore, we hypothesize that our technique was linearly
separate because the combination of domain terms used by spam zombies is clearly
distinguishable from the combination of domain terms used by illegitimate sources.
Support for our hypothesis is found in our analysis in Section 5.4.2 along with our results
from Section 7.6. We note as future work in Section 8.3, that we wish to map our results
on a four dimensional plane to prove our theory correct.
We note that there was a large discrepancy in the number of e-mails that were passed
through the first and second servers on the first day. This simply indicates that more
legitimate mail was being sent to the second server than the first server on that day. To
ensure that the PASS values did not affect our analysis, we did not include these values in
any of our calculations.

7.7.1 Generalization of Spamhaus list
As was mentioned in section 6.5.1.2, our perceptron was trained using the Spamhaus list
[6] that was specifically designed to list spam zombies. Specifically, if an incoming mail
server was listed on the Spamhaus list, our perceptron would learn the identification of
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said server. In theory, our perceptron should be able to detect spam zombies that are
listed in the blacklist as well as zombies that are not already listed on the blacklist. In
Section 3.4.2, we discussed how the Spamhaus blacklist suffers from a fairly substantial
lag time with respect to listing newly created spam zombies. Therefore, introducing a
new means by which one can reduce or potentially eliminate such lag time would help
overcome one of the main deficiencies behind the usage of DNS blacklists. In order to
determine whether our perceptron can detect spam zombies that the Spamhaus list
cannot, we picked five consecutive SMTP connection blocks performed by our
perceptron and for each block, we immediately queried the Spamhaus list to determine if
said servers were listed or not. We note that since the transaction was rejected after Step
5 of our five-step SMTP model, we were also able to review the contents of these five
transactions and thereby confirm that each of them were unsolicited mailings of one the
three types described in Section 4.3. In the data shown in Table 7-4, we present the five
blocks as they appeared on the mail filtering logs of server 1 and for each block, we also
indicate whether the IP address is listed in the Spamhaus list.
Table 7-4: Results - Generalization Validation
Test No.
1
2
3
4
5

TimeStamp
2007.03.12 17:01:38
2007.03.12 17:01:41
2007.03.12 17:01:42
2007.03.12 17:01:44
2007.03.12 17:01:46

Sending Server IP address Spamhaus Listed
No
122.168.69.80
No
217.227.127.253
Yes
24.207.15.100
Yes
85.207.18.230
No
68.217.127.63

SPAM
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Test No. Server Identification (HELO) Value________________________
1

r e v u e a v e r i .k y l i n - k i t e d 5 b u n n s .g r e a t - d i a b e t i c - f o o t .net

2

p D 9E37 FFD.di p.t-di alin. net
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3
4
5

h24-2 0 7 - 1 5 - l 6 0 . c s t . d c c n e t . c o m
quhuldb
a d s l - 2 1 7 - 1 2 7 - 6 3 .a s m . b e l l s o u t h .net

Test No. Reverse DNS Value
d s l - M P - d y n a m i c - 0 8 0 .69.168.122.a i r t e l b r o a d b a n d .in
1
p
D 9 E 3 7 F F D .d i p .t - d i a l i n .net
2
h 2 4-207- 1 5 - 1 0 0 . c s t .d c c n e t .com
3
2 3 0 - 1 8 . 2 0 7 . 8 5 . b l u e t o n e .cz
4
a d s l - 2 1 7 - 1 2 7 - 6 3 .a s m . b e l l s o u t h .net
5
Table 7-4 illustrates that although our technique relies on the Spamhaus list to learn
bad mail server behaviour, that our technique is able to generalize said list and detect 3
servers that were not already listed in the Spamhaus list. We note that each Spamhaus
list query was performed immediately after our perceptron blocked the SMTP connection
to ensure accuracy of our data. Specifically, a lag between the block and Spamhaus list
query could result in erroneous results since the Spamhaus list is likely to be regularly
updated with new IP addresses of newly detected spam zombies [44],
We also note that since our filtering technique used the Spamhaus list to determine
the expected outputs of our perceptron training, we expect that our filtering technique’s
ability to generalize the Spamhaus list will improve with each passing day. As such, in
the Spamhaus list lookup Step in Figure 6-3, we added a logging mechanism to indicate
when a Spamhaus list lookup has been performed and after each day of filtering, we
parsed the logs to determine how many times the Spamhaus list needed to be queried. As
illustrated in Figure 6-3, the Spamhaus list is not queried if our filtering layer blocked the
incoming SMTP transaction.
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We expect that in the beginning, the number of Spamhaus list queries would be
high because our perceptron is just starting to learn. However, with each passing day, the
number of queries should reduce as it continues to learn spam zombie behaviour and
become better at detecting such sources. This ability to learn on-line and in real-time
provides an additional advantage in that our filtering technique is capable of adapting to
changes in spam zombie behaviour.
The number of Spamhaus list hits from our two days of testing is shown in Table
7-5 below.

Table 7-5: Results - Perceptron and Spamhaus List Comparison
Experimentation Day Number of Spamhaus list hits
1
5263
2
2775
As expected, the first day resulted in a higher number of Spamhaus list hits compared
to the second day, where on the second day, the number of Spamhaus list hits dropped by
2488.

We note that on second day, our first server generated a smaller number of

Spamhaus queries despite an increase in total volume of mail in comparison to the first
day.

We hypothesize that with each passing day, we would continue to observe a

decrease in Spamhaus list hits.
We also did not receive a single false positive or false negative report for any SMTP
transactions handled by the first filtering server. We did however receive nine false
positive reports for the second filtering server on the first day, which was likely due to
the higher volume of mail that it handled that day. As we mentioned in Section 7.4.2 and
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7.4.3, we cannot accurately measure false positive and false negative values using our
preferred method of Section 4.4.1 and as a result, we do not place much emphasis on our
false positive or negative reports.
Finally, we note that spammers cannot easily overcome our technique. First, our
filtering technique performs continuous learning against the Spamhaus list such that our
technique will be able to adjust itself to detect changes as spammers adjust their zombies.
This will hold true as long as the Spamhaus list is continuously updated with newly
detected spam zombie sources, which is currently the case [44]. Second, our technique
also prevents spammers from making simple adjustments such as forging legitimate host
names like

maii.googie.com

as their server identification value.

Specifically, the

reverse DNS module of our filtering technique will ensure that the sending server abides
by Step 2 of our five step SMTP transactional model. In other words, if a spammer
wanted to use a server identification value of

maii.googie.com,

they would likely be

able to pass through our perceptron but would not get past our reverse DNS module
unless they are able to change the reverse DNS entry of the compromised machine to
m a i l .g o o g l e .com.

Since the reverse DNS of most potential zombie machines (i.e. home

machines) are provided by the service provider of the machine’s IP address [67], an
attacker cannot easily change the reverse DNS entry of the server to overcome our
technique. In the case where no reverse DNS entry exists, the attacker will need to check
that the machine has no reverse DNS and change their server identification values to an
address literal containing the IP address of the compromised machine. This change is
feasible but requires a non-trivial amount of effort on the spammer’s part to find
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machines without reverse DSN entries and create malicious software that will identify
themselves as an address literal of the machine’s IP address. One large benefit that our
technique provides over existing technique is that our technique is capable of blocking
mail from newly formed spam zombies whereas other techniques such as DNS blacklists
will only block mail from a zombie machine only if there was the machine had been
caught sending spam.

7.8 Summary
In this Chapter, we described the experiments that were used to determine preferred
learning rate and maximum iteration count parameters for our perceptron. We used these
parameters when comparing the effectiveness of two three-layer filtering servers where
the first layer of the first server comprised of our filtering technique while the first layer
of the second filtering server comprised of a DNS-blacklist. Our results showed that the
blocking rate of our filtering technique improves significantly after a full day of training.
Furthermore, in comparison to a second filtering server using the Spamhaus blocking list
as its first filtering layer, we note that our perceptron produced higher blocking rates than
the Spamhaus list. Additionally, we also note that our entire filtering technique (i.e.
layers la and lb) produced slightly better blocking rates in comparison to the Spamhaus
list.
We note that our technique is designed such that a spammer cannot easily overcome
our technique. First, our technique performs continuous learning against a third party
spam zombie blacklist that is regularly updated.

Second, an attacker would need to

change the reverse DNS entry of the compromised machine, typically stored on a
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separate server, in order to bypass our technique. Alternatively, they would need to
know that the compromised machine has no reverse DNS value and thus change its
identification

value

to

an

address

literal

of

its
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address.

Chapter 8:

Conclusion

8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we presented a new technique for filtering spam that cannot be easily
overcome by spammers.

Our technique consisted of two main parts.

The first part

comprised a single perceptron that was designed to learn and distinguish legitimate and
illegitimate sending server parameter values. The second part was used to ensure that the
sending server parameter value was consistent with Step 2 of our five step SMTP
transactional model described in Chapter 4.

In order to determine the effectiveness of

our filtering technique, we integrated it as a first layer of an existing multi-layer corporate
spam filtering server and compared the integrated server with a non-integrated spam
filtering server.

Each filter consisted of three filtering layers where each layer was

performed sequentially.

Specifically, the first layer had precedence over the second

layer, which had precedence over the third layer.
In the integrated server, the first layer of filtering was our filtering technique followed
by corporate content filtering rules as a second layer and a generic version of
SpamAssassin (Apache) as the third layer. In the non-integrated server, the first layer of
filtering was the Spamhaus blacklist. The second and third layers of the non-integrated
and integrated servers were the same.
115
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Once our filtering technique was integrated with the existing filtering solution, we
ran a set of nine tests to determine a preferred learning rate and stopping condition
parameter values for our perceptron. In Chapter 7, we presented the results from this
experiment and discovered that a learning rate of 0.8 and a maximum iteration count of
10 000 provided the highest blocking percentage for our technique without resulting in
any major performance problem which would prevent incoming connections from being
rejected.
Next, we compared the filtering effectiveness of the two filtering servers over a two
day period. In particular, we were interested in the percentage of SMTP connections
blocked by layers la (i.e. perceptron) and 1 (i.e. perceptron and reverse DNS) of our first
server and layer 1 (i.e. Spamhaus list) of our seconrd server. The first observation we
noted was that our hypothesis was correct where the perceptron performed significantly
better on the second day than on the first day since on the second day, the perceptron had
a full day of training whereas it had no training on the first day. The second observation
was that our filtering layer (i.e. layer 1 of the first server) accounted for a higher
percentage of total blocked SMTP transactions in comparison to the Spamhaus list. We
also showed how our perceptron was able to generalize the Spamhaus list by selecting
five consecutive block reports in the logs of our first server at a random time.

In

particular, we noticed that our perceptron was not only able to detect sending servers that
were listed in the Spamhaus list but could also detect spam zombies that had yet to be
listed on the Spamhaus list.
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8.2 Future Research
As future research, we would like to further investigate the following four items:
• We would like to make use of the transaction flow and e-mail content deviations
described in Chapter 6 and determine whether adding these features to our
technique would result in better zombie detection.
• We would be interested in mapping our results in a four-dimensional plane to
confirm the combination of domain terms used by spam zombies are clearly
distinguishable from the combination of domain terms used by legitimate mail
sources and are hence linearly separable as our results indicate.
• We would also like to observe our filtering technique over a longer period of
time. In Chapter 7, we presented results of our mail filtering technique in a two
day span where in the second day, less Spamhaus list queries were needed to train
the perceptron. We would be interested in determining the number of days that
would be required such that our perceptron would need less than 10 Spamhaus list
queries. We suggest 10 because we account for the situation where spammers are
likely to eventually make substantial improvements to their spam zombies.
• We would be interested in determining how well our technique would work if the
index value associated with each domain term represented the frequency of said
term used in all server identification values inspected by the perceptron.
• We would also like to conduct further performance tests on our filtering technique
to determine the preferred activation function, learning rate and maximum
iteration count required for our technique to achieve higher blocking statistics.
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Specifically, we would be interested in performing the same experimentation
as described in Section 7.3 but over a longer period of time.
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Appendix A
Nigerian 419 E-mail Scam Spam Example

Lagos, Nigeria.
Attention: The Pres ident /CEO
Dear Sir,
Confidential Business Proposal
Having cons ulted with my colleagues and b a s e d on the information
g a t he red from the N i g eria n Chambers Of Commerce A n d Industry, I have the
pr ivileg e to request your assistance to t ransfer the sum of
$47,500,000.00 (forty seven million, five hundred t h o us and U n i t e d States
dollars) into your accounts. The above sum resulted from an o v e r 
invoiced contract, executed, c o m m issio ned and paid for about five years
(5) ago by a foreign contractor. This action was however intentional and
since then the fund has been in a suspense account at The Central Bank
Of Nigeria Apex Bank.
We are now ready to transfer the fund overseas and that is where you
come in. It is important to in form you that as civil servants, we are
forbidden to operate a foreign account; that is why we require your
assistance. The total sum will be shared as follows: 70% for us, 25% for
you and 5% for local and international expenses incidental to the
transfer.
The trans fer is risk free on bot h sides. I am an accountant with the
Nigerian National P e t r o l e u m Corp orati on (NNPC). If you find this
proposal acceptable, we shall require the following documents:
(a) your banker's name,

telephone,

account and fax numbers.

(b) your priva te t elepho ne a nd fax numbers — for c onfid ential ity and
easy communication.
(c) your lett er-hea ded pa per stamped and signed.
Alt ern a t i v e l y we will furnish you with the text of what to type into
your lett er-he aded paper, along with a bre akdown explaining,
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compre hensi vely what we require of you.
thirty (30) w o r king days to accomplish.

The business will take us

Please reply urgently.
Best regards
Howgul Abul Arhu
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Appendix B
Sample Weights File
w e i g h t 0 = 5 . 7173056668 6504
w e i g h t 1 = - 1 .084 934 98508378
w e i g h t 2 = l .31181955122055
w e i g h t 3 = - 0 .11022471848593

Sample Crunches File
0=agenda
l=si
2=in
3=247
4=36
5=4 6
6=58
7=45
8=164
9=83
10=clearthought
ll=ca
12=diddlina
13=tmfweb
14=nl
15=203
16=117
17=231
18=159
19= ANantes-156-l-94-85
20=w90-12
21=abo
22=wanadoo
23=188
24=253
25=BULLA
26=76-39-136-85
27=user
28=auna
2 9=net
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30=servidorpro4
31=81-8-153-147
32=pp
33=it4u
34=mail
35=bigdeal
36=com
37=alotfy-mail
3 8 =ho st34- 48-static
39=56-217-b
40=business
41=telecomitalia
42=cmc205
43=neoplus
44=adsl
45=tpnet
4 6=p508C30F8
47=dip0
48=t-ipconnect
49=89-138-151-214
50=bb
51=netvision
52=yiryg
53=DSL217-132-166-119
54=82-45-76-14
55=cable
56=ubr03
57=basi
58=243
59=107
60=242
61=laurynas-8b2ba4
62=elekta
63=lt
64=f1-showcase
65=pD951664B
66=222

67=248
68=148
69=97
70=69
71=comppost
72=80
73=178
74=167
75=186
76=offb-590ebdb4
77=pool
7 8=einsundeins
7 9=sdgate2
80=igk
81=scri
82=hr
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8 3=bcwebheads
84=my
85= dyn-83-157-57-59
8 6=ppp
87=tiscali
88 = f r
89=smtp
90=ccpteam
91=eu85-87-54-229
92=clientes
93=euskaltel
94= USER-0EC9C181BC
95=nc-71-54-56-17 6
96=dhcp
97= embarqhsd
98=aiy212
99=internetdsl
100=cable-99-51
101=zeelandnet
102=pool-72-85-169-77
103=bstnma
104=east
105=verizon
10 6=segment-124-7
107=sify
108=marie-7 661eb2bl
109=202
110=37
111=184
112=red-217-217-18 6
113=lbttech
114=91
115=201
11 6=applehyip
117=localhost
11 8 = d y n a m i c 8 121395123
119=hsdl
120=STEALTH-4729532
121=comcast
122=goldeagledesigns
123=freee
124=ru
125=host38-124
126=pool8252
127=interbusiness
128=DM
12 9=ppg-ppgpower
130=yesppg
131=cn
132=astroprise
133=5acl33e5
134=sky
135=85-220-90-149
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132
136=simnet
137=hunnycomputer
138=162
139=155
140=87-126-100-157
141=btc-net
142=bg
143=221
144=115
145=92
146=194
147=168
14 8=mx240mi
149=trafficbucks
150=d83-181-125-78
151=cust
152=tele2
153=pD9EE0D80
154=t-dialin
1 5 5 =0 x50 c 6 2 b f 3
156=arcnxxl2
157=adsl-dhcp
158 =nortelprobetester
159=geomail
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